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SUMMARY

When the Government announced plans to introduce Universal Credit in 2010 the scale of its ambition was greeted largely with approval in Parliament and amongst stakeholder groups. However, support is seeping away as Universal Credit is rolled out to more people.

The way that Universal Credit has been designed and implemented appears to be based around an idealised claimant and it has features that are harming many, particularly the most vulnerable. Universal Credit can disadvantage women, disabled people and BAME people. It is also linked to soaring food bank usage. Housing providers have reported dramatic increases in rent arrears. Many claimants report finding the system incomprehensible. Universal Credit’s reputation has nosedived.

Nevertheless, we received overwhelming evidence that Universal Credit should not be replaced with a new system, not least because of the severe disruption that this would cause for millions of people. Instead, substantial reform of the benefit is needed to make it fit for purpose. Change cannot come soon enough. The economic effects of the COVID-19 pandemic have resulted in many more people claiming Universal Credit and millions more are expected in the months ahead.

In our inquiry, we identified three main aspects of Universal Credit that require substantial reform: its design and implementation, the adequacy of its awards, and how it supports claimants to navigate the system and find work. We believe the original aims and objectives of Universal Credit remain broadly correct but without reform it will fail to deliver upon its promise. Moreover, without reform, we are concerned that it will fail to meet the basic requirement of a social security system: the provision of a dependable safety net.

Universal Credit design

The five-week wait for the first Universal Credit payment is the main cause of insecurity for claimants. Many people have nothing to fall back on during this period when their needs are most acute. The wait entrenches debt, increases extreme poverty and harms vulnerable groups disproportionately. The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) has introduced some measures to mitigate the most harmful effects but these fall far short of what is needed. The DWP should introduce a non-repayable, two-week initial grant for all claimants. This would provide some security to claimants, mitigate the timing problems in relation to housing costs and would make repayments of advances more manageable.

The way that Universal Credit payments are calculated is based on a ‘monthly assessment period’ and is designed to mimic the world of work. However, it can result in substantial fluctuations in income month-to-month, which makes it extremely difficult for claimants to budget. This is impractical, fundamentally unfair and must be resolved. We recommend that the DWP fix the level of awards at the same level for three months. If claimants experience significant falls in income or experience disadvantageous changes in circumstances during this time, then a mechanism should be introduced to enable them to have an early reassessment.

---

1 For a definition of this term and others, see Appendix 3: Glossary.
Paying awards on a monthly basis does not reflect the lived experiences of many claimants. It forces them to fit the rigid requirements of the system and causes unnecessary budget and cashflow problems both for those out of work and for those who are used to receiving wages more frequently. All claimants should be able to choose whether to have Universal Credit paid monthly or twice monthly. Moreover, the way in which Universal Credit is paid as a single household payment should be revisited. For many, the current practice does not reflect the reality of family life. Access to an individual income is important for maintaining balanced and equal relationships and, in more distressing cases, for reducing the risk of financial coercion and domestic abuse. The DWP should review the option of a separate payment by default, drawing on the current review in Scotland.

Adequacy of awards

A catch-up increase in the funding of Universal Credit is needed urgently following the substantial cuts to social security over the last decade.

The temporary increase in the standard allowance in response to the COVID-19 pandemic is welcome, considering the evidence that we received which set out the inadequacy of Universal Credit and its impacts on poverty levels. The Government should commit immediately to making the increase in the standard allowance permanent. Universal Credit should be set at a level that provides claimants with dignity and security.

Deductions from Universal Credit awards have left some claimants with an income that is substantially lower than their essential needs. The DWP should conduct affordability assessments before making deductions from awards.

Universal Credit is being used by the Government as a vehicle through which to recover debt. Most of this is comprised of around £6 billion of historic tax credit debt. Many people who owe this money are unaware of it and the original receipt of an overpayment may have been outside of their control. The recovery of this money is leaving many households with an income well below what is needed to get by on. We call upon the Government to write off historic tax credit debt that is owed by Universal Credit claimants. It should be treated as a sunk cost as it is highly unlikely to ever be repaid in full. The Government should not jeopardise the financial security of claimants by seeking its recovery.

Given the potential level of unemployment that may result from the COVID-19 pandemic, the DWP must prioritise helping people into work. All claimants should have a work allowance, set at a higher rate than now, to allow them to keep more of their award as they move into work, including short-term or low-hours employment. Furthermore, the DWP should also consider a reduction in the taper rate to reduce the unfairness that is inherent in a situation in which the poorest in society are paying significantly higher marginal effective tax rates than the richest in society.

Support

The conditionality requirements on claimants who can look for, or prepare for work should be rebalanced. The extent of conditionality has been increased significantly over recent years and too often to the detriment of claimants. Less emphasis should be placed on obligations and sanctions. Instead, there should be more support to help coach and train claimants to find jobs or to
progress in their current roles. We believe that a more balanced combination of responsibilities and entitlements would better reflect the relationship between employer and employee that the DWP wishes to emulate. In addition, conditionality should be adapted so that it is able to accommodate dynamically changing labour market conditions, including at the local level, particularly in the light of the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The UK has some of the most punitive sanctions in the world, but there is limited evidence that they have a positive effect. Removing people’s main source of support for extended periods risks pushing them into extreme poverty, indebtedness and reliance on foodbanks. Furthermore, there is a great deal of evidence that sanctions, and the threat of sanctions, are harmful to claimants’ mental health. We recommend that the Government publish an evaluation of the impact of conditionality and sanctions on mental health and wellbeing. Furthermore, we recommend that the DWP evaluate how the current length and level of sanctions facilitate positive behaviour change and how they lead to sustainable work outcomes. The DWP should also expedite its work on introducing a written warning system before the application of a sanction. Sanctions must be a last resort.

We note that conditionality and sanctions were suspended briefly in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. We regret that the suspension was lifted so soon. Threatening claimants with long and severe sanctions at this stage, so far from a labour market recovery, is unfair and counterproductive.

The Government has said that it will double the number of work coaches in response to potential levels of high unemployment. We are concerned that this will not be enough to support people to find work in what may be a stagnant labour market with high levels of competition for jobs. We recommend that the DWP introduce a cap on the number of cases for which each work coach can be responsible.

We are particularly concerned that the coming jobs crisis will disproportionately affect young people at the start of their careers. The Government will have to continue to act quickly and boldly to protect their employment prospects. The DWP should build stronger links with employers, local authorities and local education providers to match claimants who can work with jobs.

While the DWP has provided funding for support through the Help to Claim service, this stops after the first successful claim. Some Universal Credit claimants require support on an ongoing basis. This is particularly true for helping claimants to manage the predominantly digital approach to making and managing claims with which many people struggle. It is essential that trusted organisations are funded to guide people through the process. An impressive array of local networks are performing vital work in helping the hardest to reach claimants, but this is conducted at great expense to the organisations involved, draining already limited budgets. The Government should do more to recognise and fund the support networks that are ensuring vulnerable people are able to receive the help that is needed to navigate the Universal Credit system.
Universal Credit isn’t working: proposals for reform

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Universal Credit and social security

1. The introduction of Universal Credit was the most significant reform to the social security system for a generation. It integrates six means-tested, working-age benefits into a single monthly payment, which tapers off as claimants move into work or increase their income.2

2. Its objectives are highly ambitious. It aims to simplify the benefits system, make any amount of work ‘pay’, and to “combat worklessness and poverty”.3 It is also designed with money-saving objectives. These include reducing fraud and error and bringing down administrative costs through automation. Behind these objectives sit the principles that the experience of claiming Universal Credit should be as much ‘like work’ as possible, that most claimants must fulfil work requirements and that claimants should exercise greater personal responsibility.

3. Universal Credit was rolled out from 2013, after the recession that followed the 2007–08 financial crisis. The fiscal and economic context at that time included substantial reductions in public spending, weak GDP growth and rising unemployment. Some of Universal Credit’s original proponents told us that spending constraints on the Department for Work and Pensions (‘the DWP’) curtailed the policy’s effectiveness from the start.

4. During our inquiry we heard of sadness and anger over how the benefit has harmed many claimants who rely on it most. We were told that problems with Universal Credit’s design and implementation have damaged its reputation and have contributed to a failure to meet its objectives. These problems can be divided into three main categories.

5. First, Universal Credit does not provide adequate security to claimants. We heard evidence that the level of support is simply not enough to live on. We were told that the five-week wait for the first payment, which is a consequence of the monthly assessment period, drives many people into rent arrears, reliance on foodbanks and debt. The operation of the monthly assessment period itself, combined with the consolidation of multiple benefits into a means-tested single award, can result in large variations in payments, making it nearly impossible for some claimants to budget reliably. We also heard that the rate at which Universal Credit is withdrawn from claimants can act as a disincentive to working or earning more.

6. Second, Universal Credit fails to accommodate the reality of claimants’ lives. It is designed around the idealised claimant; someone with one job who is paid monthly, has stable personal circumstances and can budget intuitively.

---

2 The six benefits are income-related Employment and Support Allowance, income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance, and Income Support; Child Tax Credit and Working Tax Credit; and Housing Benefit. 
However, the requirements that are placed on individuals when making and managing claims are often too rigid for those with different personal circumstances or more complex needs. More flexibility in the system is needed to ensure that Universal Credit can support all claimants sufficiently. The claimant experience is also designed to reflect a one-dimensional vision of the world of work, in which people are paid monthly in arrears for a 35-hour week. This ignores the significant minority who work part time or who are paid at intervals other than monthly and are used to budgeting accordingly. Those out of work also tend to budget on a shorter-term basis. In addition, the predominantly digital nature of Universal Credit requires most claimants to have access to, and be able to use, technology. This is least likely to be true for those in the lowest income groups.

7. Third, Universal Credit takes an overly punitive approach to enforcing simplistic behavioural requirements rather than providing holistic and lasting support. Benefit payments are conditional on claimants fulfilling work-related tasks that are sometimes poorly suited to their personal circumstances. Although their use has declined in recent years, financial sanctions for non-compliance are some of the most punitive in the world but evidence of their efficacy is mixed. Work coaches are largely responsible for helping and coaching claimants, but their time is too stretched for the lasting and tailored support that we heard is necessary to help people navigate the system and find work.

Our approach to reform

8. When Universal Credit was introduced, its principles were met broadly with approval in Parliament and by stakeholder groups. We found that support remains, including among organisations dedicated to eradicating poverty and campaigning on behalf of the most vulnerable and marginalised people. We were told that simplifying the system, making work always pay and ensuring that the benefits system is cost effective remain laudable goals. We heard that the DWP is now listening more to valid criticism and is learning from its mistakes.

9. The social security system is integral to the UK’s social fabric. Any change to it must be considered carefully or risk creating more harm than good. The risks of radical change have been revealed in the roll out of Universal Credit, which has caused significant disruption to claimants’ lives. At the time that this report was published, the latest figures showed that nearly 5.5 million people were claiming Universal Credit.4 The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the labour market means that this number will increase in the coming months. In addition, more people will move from legacy benefits to Universal Credit over the coming years under the ‘managed migration’ programme. Any change to the system will inevitably create complex trade-offs, affecting large numbers of people in different and unpredictable ways.

10. We launched this inquiry with the intention of examining how well Universal Credit’s original aims and objectives were being achieved. We started with no preconceptions on whether Universal Credit was working as it should, whether it required reform or whether it should be replaced with something new. We received overwhelming evidence that Universal Credit is not broken irredeemably and that replacing

---

it with a new system would cause significant upheaval and disruption to claimants. However, it requires substantial reform. Based on the evidence we received, it is our view that the original aims and objectives of Universal Credit are broadly correct. However, there are substantial problems with its design and implementation that have undermined the security and wellbeing of the poorest in our society.

11. We are sensitive to the impact of change on a large group of very diverse people. We therefore formulated the conclusions and recommendations in this report against a set of principles. We believe that these should be used to protect claimants, guide the reforms proposed in this report and shape the design of Universal Credit in future. They are derived from the evidence received in this inquiry.

Universal Credit must:

- be grounded on dignity and respect—people from all backgrounds must feel comfortable and supported when interacting with public services.
- provide claimants with adequate income—and the system must be a safety net for avoiding extreme poverty and hardship.
- provide security and stability—income must be predictable;
- reflect the lived experience of claimants—they must be at the heart of its design and involved in devising solutions to problems;
- be flexible—it must accommodate a diverse range of personal circumstances and provide strong support to the most vulnerable;
- be fair to all claimants—policy design must be sensitive to its effects on people of different genders, disabilities, ages, black and minority ethnic groups, and those with other protected characteristics;
- use public money to meet objectives that are achievable—effective policy must be based on strong evidence to ensure that it is not counterproductive; and
- be understandable—but where necessary, free and intelligible advice must be available to all.

COVID-19 pandemic

12. Public health ‘lockdown’ measures to suppress COVID-19 were introduced in March 2020. These measures inevitably affected the labour market and led to record numbers of new applications for Universal Credit. Between 16 March 2020, when the lockdown came into effect, and 16 June 2020, the DWP received 3.2 million new applications for Universal Credit. In May 2020 the Chancellor of the Exchequer told us, “No doubt there will be more hardship to come. This lockdown is having a very significant impact on our

The economy. We are likely to face a severe recession, the likes of which we have not seen, and that will have an impact on employment.\(^6\)

13. The DWP acted quickly to prioritise processing new claims. It redeployed 10,000 staff.\(^7\) It turned all local jobcentres into ‘virtual processing teams’ focused on the payment of new claims. The IT system that supports Universal Credit remained operational during the unprecedented demand, although some claimants experienced long waiting times. The DWP achieved all this while taking steps to safeguard the health of claimants and staff by ending the routine requirement on claimants to attend jobcentres and facilitating huge numbers of staff to work from home.\(^8\)

14. The hardest challenges for the DWP lie ahead. Unemployment could increase substantially over the coming months. The shape of the labour market may change forever. Business and labour groups have warned that young people in particular are vulnerable.\(^9\) The social security system alone should not be expected to solve these systemic problems, which we were told would require large-scale and cross-Whitehall intervention. Nevertheless, Universal Credit will be an important part of a wide-ranging policy response to the crisis and the Government has already changed how the benefit operates to strengthen the safety net. This report sets out how Universal Credit must change further.

15. We congratulate the Department for Work and Pensions on its response to the spike in claims for Universal Credit since lockdown measures were introduced. The efficient management of an unprecedented number of new claims over such a short period would not have been possible without the digitalisation of the Universal Credit application process. Furthermore, the DWP was able to process the large number of applications using automation, a rapid reorganisation of resources and by changing policies and processes. It also took steps to safeguard claimants and staff. We commend the DWP, and particularly frontline staff, for responding with decisiveness and dedication.

16. However, longstanding problems with Universal Credit remain. The problems identified in this report will affect many more people within a more difficult economic context if they are not addressed urgently.

Witnesses and advisers

17. We thank everyone who provided us with written and oral evidence. We express our gratitude especially to those witnesses with direct experience of claiming Universal Credit, who were willing to answer our questions in person, albeit virtually; and to those who wrote to us to explain how Universal Credit had affected them and their families. We also thank our Specialist Advisers for this inquiry, Professor Jane Millar from the University of Bath and Fran Bennett from the University of Oxford.

---

\(^6\) Oral evidence taken on 19 May 2020, Q\(^1\) (Rishi Sunak MP)

\(^7\) DWP, ‘Claimants are asked to apply online as jobcentres limit access’ (23 March 2020): https://www.gov.uk/government/news/claimants-are-asked-to-apply-online-as-jobcentres-limit-access [accessed 16 July 2020]

\(^8\) HC Deb, 4 May 2020, col 421

CHAPTER 2: UNIVERSAL CREDIT DESIGN

18. Box 1 sets out a summary of the main features of Universal Credit.

Box 1: What is Universal Credit?

- Universal Credit integrates six so-called ‘legacy benefits’ into one benefit that is paid monthly to claimants.\(^{10}\)
- It combines in- and out-of-work benefits into a single benefit. It is a safety net for the unemployed and those unable to work, and an in-work benefit for people on low-incomes.
- Claims are made digitally through an online application form. For those who need help with their application, claims can be made through the Universal Credit helpline or via the Help to Claim service delivered by Citizens Advice or Citizens Advice Scotland.
- Claimants are expected to use an online work journal to manage their claims and to communicate with work coaches.
- Universal Credit is paid once a month, in arrears. The first payment is made after five weeks.
- Awards are made up of a standard allowance, plus any extra amounts that apply to the household depending on circumstances.
- In-work claimants are subject to a taper rate (currently 63%) which reduces the amount of benefit support received as claimants’ earnings rise. This means that for every £1 earned (after tax and national insurance contributions if applicable) the Universal Credit award is reduced by 63p.
- Households responsible for a child, and/or with limited capability for work have a work allowance. A work allowance is the amount that can be earned before Universal Credit payment is subject to the taper rate.
- Universal Credit contains ‘capital rules’. A claimant’s assets over £6,000 steadily reduce their Universal Credit award; if they have assets over £16,000, they are not entitled to any Universal Credit.\(^{11}\)

Design and the claimant experience

19. Universal Credit’s design aims to simplify the benefits system through integrating six benefits into one and by paying awards monthly in arrears as a single payment. We heard that this design, which relies upon a monthly assessment period, has added a significant level of complexity to the process of making and managing claims for a significant number of people, including

---

\(^{10}\) Council Tax Support, Free School Meals given on the grounds of low income (for those in Year 3 and above), and free prescriptions fall outside of Universal Credit. Under legacy benefits, the last two of these were previously accessed through a ‘passporting system’. Universal Credit was initially a passport to Free School Meals, but this was withdrawn in April 2018, and entitlement was then only for those below a set earnings threshold. In some cases, this has reproduced a ‘cliff-edge’ (which cuts out all entitlement to free school meals at a threshold).

\(^{11}\) Capital or joint capital over £6,000 is treated as providing income, known as ‘tariff income’, of £4.35 per month for each additional £250 (or part thereof). For example, capital of £6,250 gives monthly tariff income of £4.35. Capital of £6,250.01 gives a monthly tariff income of £8.70. The lower limit is £6000, so any capital below £6000 is disregarded. The upper limit is £16,000, so anyone with savings over £16,000 cannot receive Universal Credit. See, Revenue benefits, ‘Universal credit: Capital rules’: https://revenuebenefits.org.uk/universal-credit/guidance/entitlement-to-uc/capital-rules/ [accessed 16 July 2020].
the most vulnerable. Furthermore, we were told that this was the result of Universal Credit’s failure to reflect how claimants are used to being paid and therefore how they manage household budgets. We examine these issues below.

20. The DWP said in its 2010 Universal Credit White Paper that the ‘simplification’ of six working age, means tested benefits into a single monthly payment would lead to “increased transparency of the financial benefits of work, reduced administrative burden on entering work, and reduced risk associated with an initially unsuccessful attempt at entering work.” It said that combining benefits would increase the take-up rate of benefits to which people were entitled but did not claim under the legacy system. In evidence to us, Policy in Practice said the legacy system needed simplifying because claimants and advisers were required to “split their administrative efforts across three separate [benefit] agencies, each with different entitlement provisions and claim processes.”

21. Some simplification has been achieved. The Joseph Rowntree Foundation said claimants have access to a range of previously separate streams of support through one claim and that it is now administratively simpler for claimants to move between unemployment and work. However, we received evidence that simplification had benefited administrators most and this came at the expense of complicating claimants’ lives. The Welcome Centre, a food bank, said:

“By consolidating six benefits into one, making the benefit online, reducing payment frequency, and paying the full benefit straight to the claimant, the system is simplified for those administering it. However, it is not simpler for the claimants relying on the system, many of whom do not have online access, cannot manage their budget on a monthly payment cycle, and have challenges managing the housing element of their payment.”

22. The single monthly assessment and monthly approach to paying awards is the cornerstone of Universal Credit’s design, but it has caused significant problems for many claimants. Universal Credit is paid monthly to mimic work and the receipt of a salary. How much a person or household receives is calculated each month by assessing their earnings and other income with reference to a fixed monthly assessment period. We heard that this way of calculating and paying awards does not match the reality of many claimants’ lives, particularly those in work on low incomes who may be paid at irregular intervals. Paul Spicker, Emeritus Professor of Public Policy at Robert Gordon University, said:

“Claimants cannot be certain, even a week before the due date, how much money they will receive in benefit. Incomes fluctuate; they come from multiple sources; they are commonly dependent on the behaviour of third parties, which makes them unpredictable. Liabilities (such

13 Written evidence from Policy in Practice (EUC0056)
14 Written evidence from Joseph Rowntree Foundation (EUC0017)
15 Written evidence from The Welcome Centre (EUC0030)
as rent) do not necessarily square with the DWP monthly assessment period.\textsuperscript{16}

We explore these issues in more detail in the next section.

23. Witnesses told us that the multiple benefit payments that were available under the legacy system provided greater security to claimants. Dr Rita Griffiths, Research Fellow at the University of Bath, said that several sources of income helped some households to budget more effectively and that the legacy system allowed each partner in a couple to have an income, whereas Universal Credit is paid as a single household payment.\textsuperscript{17}

24. Professor Sir John Hills, Professor of Social Policy at the London School of Economics, told us that Universal Credit’s simplified design made administrative errors by the DWP riskier for claimants. He said that under legacy benefits, “Your child tax credit or your housing benefit might keep running, even if there was an interruption in another part of your payments.” He said the integration of benefits into a single payment under Universal Credit has increased the importance of minimising errors, as they can lead to a reduction in income and can potentially lead to rent arrears.\textsuperscript{18}

25. \textbf{Simplification of the benefits system was a driving principle behind the design of Universal Credit. It has made it administratively easier for claimants to move in and out of work. There are also advantages to claimants to having a single point of contact for support. However, simplification has introduced inflexibilities which do not accommodate the reality of claimants’ lives, particularly those on low incomes who are often paid at more frequent intervals. For many, payments have become unpredictable, which undermines the security and stability of their lives. Error or interruptions caused by the DWP can have significant consequences for claimants who may have nothing on which to fall back.}

Monthly assessment period

26. In this section we consider two main design features of the monthly assessment. First, we examine the length of the assessment period. Second, we examine how income is taken into account and how changes in circumstances are assessed.

Length of the assessment period

27. According to the DWP, the rationale for the monthly assessment period is as follows:

“In the economy as a whole, around 75% of people are paid monthly, a proportion that has been growing steadily over time as the economy shifts away from typical weekly or fortnightly paid jobs. A weekly assessment period would work for the minority of weekly-paid people, for anyone else such a system could result in significant fluctuations and overpayments. Anyone paid fortnightly, 4-weekly, or monthly could be paid Universal Credit for the weeks in which they did not receive their salary. For this and other reasons, (e.g. the HMRC real-time earnings feed, which is a

\textsuperscript{16} Written evidence from Paul Spicker (EUC0001)
\textsuperscript{17} Written evidence from Dr Rita Griffiths (EUC0015)
\textsuperscript{18} Q 6 (Prof Sir John Hills)
monthly feed from employers) Universal Credit was designed around a monthly payment cycle. We accepted that the minority of claimants on non-monthly cycles might face a bigger budgeting challenge than the majority, and we would therefore need to support them through our jobcentres and delivery partners, including budgeting support.”

28. Many witnesses thought that the monthly assessment period was a rigid design feature that the Government would be reluctant to change. Paul Gray, former Chair of the Social Security Advisory Committee, told us that it was difficult for the DWP to decide what length the assessment period should be because, “Universal Credit is seeking to bring claimants together from very different circumstances—and, critically, people in work as well as out of work, which was one of the key changes—by reintegrating tax credits into a single system.”

Parameters of the assessment

29. Neil Couling, Change Director and Senior Responsible Owner for Universal Credit at the DWP, explained that the monthly assessment period had been set because it is possible to fit weekly payment frequencies into a monthly assessment period but not the other way around. He also said that because Universal Credit is a household benefit there is an additional complication in deciding the parameters of the assessment period, due to different payment frequencies in households. For instance, one person in a household may be paid weekly and the other person in the same household may be paid monthly. Mr Couling said:

“what would your assessment period be for that group? It is just too complicated to [have separate assessment periods within the same household] … You can have an annual assessment period …; you go for a weekly assessment period, which means you cannot cope with the frequency of earnings; or you plump, as we did in 2011, for a monthly assessment period.”

Income and needs

30. The monthly assessment period can create an arbitrary relationship between income and needs. Pay dates for in-work claimants do not always match their Universal Credit monthly assessment period:

- People paid every four weeks will have one assessment period a year into which two pay dates fall;
- for those paid weekly there could be four or five pay days in the assessment period; and
- for those paid monthly there could be two pay dates in an assessment period—for instance, if they are paid early due to the usual pay day being a non-banking day or a holiday such as Christmas.

---

19 Written evidence from the DWP ([EUC0115](#))
20 Q 46 (Paul Gray)
21 Q 123 (Neil Couling)
For couples with two earners the number of potential scenarios is multiplied. Figure 1 sets out how a person paid monthly can receive one, two or no paydays in an assessment period:

**Figure 1: Mismatches between an assessment period and pay dates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
<th>Jul</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sep</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paydays in 2018 (last working day of month)</td>
<td>31st</td>
<td>30th</td>
<td>31st</td>
<td>28th</td>
<td>28th</td>
<td>31st</td>
<td>31st</td>
<td>29th</td>
<td>29th</td>
<td>30th</td>
<td>31st</td>
<td>31st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paydays in each assessment period (30th - 29th)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


31. The Low Incomes Tax Reform Group set out how people can lose out as a result:

“One might assume that the claimant should not be any worse off overall because although they will receive a lower [Universal Credit] payment in one assessment period, where two pays are taken into account, they will correspondingly receive a higher [Universal Credit] payment in the next, where there is no reported pay information. However, the claimant could lose out due to: losing out on the work allowance in the months where the [real time information system] indicates no earnings; hardship caused by an unexpected missed payment of [Universal Credit]; extra pay might end the [Universal Credit] claim, meaning that the claimant will have to claim again, potentially triggering the benefit cap and surplus earnings rules.”

32. Iain Porter, Policy and Partnerships Manager at the Joseph Rowntree Foundation, told us that the rigid design of the monthly assessment period created complexity for claimants:

“If their earnings go up in one period, it results in a cut in their Universal Credit a month later, so there is a built-in lag, in that sense. Because of the rigid structure, their payments are all over the place. Claimants tell us all the time that they value predictability and certainty in payments, and that seems to be something that has got worse under the Universal Credit design. It is simplified in some ways but complex in others.”

33. Gareth Morgan, Managing Director at Ferret Information Systems, told us that, “far from making irregular earnings smoother, Universal Credit takes regular earnings, and outgoings, and turns them into irregular income.”

34. The timing of earnings and how they fit into the monthly assessment period was subject to a High Court Case in 2019, brought on behalf of four single parents, who challenged the rigidity of the assessment period. The High Court ruled that the DWP had wrongly interpreted the Universal Credit

---
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Regulations 2013 on how earned income should be calculated. It held that the amount of earned income in respect of an assessment period is based on, but is not necessarily the same as, income actually received in that period.  

35. The Department appealed the decision but lost its appeal on 22 June 2020. The Court of Appeal ruled in favour of the single parents on the grounds that the variations in their Universal Credit awards and the loss of their work allowance as a result of their pay dates not matching the assessment period were irrational:

“they lead to significant variations not only in the benefit award but in the income for the household from benefits and salary in a particular assessment period. They cause considerable hardship and they create perverse incentives affecting a claimant’s employment choices, cutting across the policy of the overall scheme.”

36. The judgment requires the Department to make adjustments to the way that the Universal Credit system assesses earnings when claimants’ regular monthly pay dates fall close to the end of their assessment period, in order to avoid the situation in which two paydays fall in one assessment period. The DWP has confirmed its intention not to appeal the decision and it has said that it will begin the process of considering possible solutions.

Box 2: Case studies provided by Citizens Advice Leicestershire

 PROVIDED BY AN ADVISER IN LEICESTERSHIRE:

“The client receives 4 weekly pay, and therefore sometimes receives 2 salaries in an assessment period. This means Universal Credit is greatly reduced or not paid at all. The impact is that the client is unable to afford her rent and other priorities in a month where she receives no Universal Credit. The client has already faced possession proceedings and has a suspended order, which may be breached if she does not have the funds to pay. This could result in her eviction.”

Source: Written evidence from Citizens Advice Leicestershire (EUC0085)

37. Far from simplifying the system for claimants, Universal Credit has created complexity. Claimants’ benefit awards should be predictable. They should know the support they will have from month to month, so that they can plan and budget accordingly. However, under Universal Credit the way that income is assessed does not provide predictability. It creates arbitrary fluctuations in income depending on the assessment date and the claimant’s pay date. This is unfair and impractical.

26 R (oao Johnson) v Secretary of State for Work and Pensions (2020) EWCA Civ 778
28 HC Deb, 25 June 2020, col 1456
Whole-month approach to changes in circumstances

38. The calculation of Universal Credit in each monthly assessment period is based on the circumstances that apply on one day in each month. When a claimant’s circumstances change, such as changes to their housing costs or to the number of people in their household, these circumstances are treated as though they applied to the previous month as a whole. This design can leave families with arbitrary financial shortfalls, or unexpected bonuses, because of the date on which an event occurs.

39. Swansea Council and GIPSIL, a Cooperative and Community Benefit Society, gave an example of the arbitrary relationship between housing costs and Universal Credit awards if claimants move to a new house in the middle of the month. Claimants will have a higher award if they move to a property with higher rent in the middle of an assessment period because the change is backdated to the beginning of the period, which results in a higher assessment of the housing cost element.29 The opposite can also occur, which can have serious consequences for those on low incomes.

40. This design does not reflect the reality of life in many low-income households. In 2011 Professor Jane Millar,30 Professor of Social Policy at the University of Bath, and Professor Tess Ridge, an Honorary Professor at the University of Bath, told the House of Commons Work and Pensions Committee that low-income families tend to experience frequent changes in circumstances. Moreover, they said that many people do not report these changes immediately for a range of reasons, and that many changes are inherently short-term or unstable.31

41. The benefits system should not cause claimants significant shortfalls in income. The DWP’s whole-month approach to changes in circumstances does not reflect the lives of many low-income households, some of whom undergo frequent, short-term changes of circumstances. Universal Credit needs to be flexible enough to adapt to these circumstances. The DWP must adapt the design of the whole-month approach to changes in circumstances.

Assessment period: alternatives

42. We heard that the design of the monthly assessment period was too rigid and requires reform but there was no consensus on how this should be achieved. Dr Stephen Brien, a former adviser to the DWP at the time that Universal Credit was introduced, told us that it is possible to move to a fortnightly assessment period to offset some of the problems with the monthly assessment period. He said that he had provided the DWP with a proposal for such a system and that it would have mitigated the fluctuations of payments and would address the discrepancies between those who are paid monthly and those who are paid weekly.32

43. Gareth Morgan provided us with another proposal for changing how Universal Credit awards are assessed, which he said could be based on the current monthly assessment period. Under his proposal, the DWP would

29 Written evidence from Housing Service, Swansea Council (EUC0047) and GIPSIL (EUC0032)
30 Professor Jane Millar is a Specialist Adviser to this inquiry.
31 Written evidence from Jane Millar and Tess Ridge to the Work and Pensions Committee (Ev 60, HC 743, Session 2010-12), para 8
32 Q 33 (Dr Stephen Brien)
44. Another approach would be to provide claimants with longer-term fixed awards in order to provide greater predictability of income. Fixing awards for three months could be better than the current system, in which awards can change every month. There is a precedent for a longer-period fixed award; for instance, Family Credit was paid at the same rate for six months.

45. This fixed award period should start after the initial month, so that it is not fixed in relation to any final earnings for people becoming unemployed. Fixed awards need not take into account claimants’ increases in income immediately. Any increase could be taken into account after the fixed period has ended and income is reassessed. However, if a claimant’s income falls during the fixed-award period, that claimant may struggle financially until the award is increased accordingly at the next reassessment. This could be addressed by allowing claimants to report to the DWP falls in income or changes in circumstance in order to have a reassessment sooner than the next scheduled reassessment point.

46. This proposal has two main benefits. First, a fixed award for three months provides security and predictability of income for claimants. This would give claimants a secure platform on which to build their employment prospects. Second, it would mean that claimants were not subject to a poverty trap—whereby benefits are reduced as wages rise—with immediate effect. Instead people would have time to adjust.

47. Claimants would have greater certainty and security of income if awards were fixed at the same level for at least three months. This may encourage claimants to increase the number of hours that they work as they would not face an immediate fall in benefit. We believe that this can be done using the current process of assessment but using it to reassess levels of award once every three months only.

48. One downside of this proposal is that if income falls significantly during the award period, claimants may struggle financially until their payments are increased at the next assessment. This could be managed by allowing claimants to report falls in income or disadvantageous changes in circumstances and have an earlier reassessment.

49. We recommend that the DWP assess this proposal, taking account of how this would work for out-of-work claimants as well as those in work.

Monthly payment frequency

50. Universal Credit is paid in a single monthly sum, in arrears, to households who are expected to manage their own budget. For claimants who cannot manage their single monthly payment there is a risk of financial hardship.

---
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The DWP can provide Alternative Payment Arrangements in these circumstances. There are three types:

- Paying Universal Credit housing awards as a Managed Payment directly to the landlord;
- More frequent than monthly payments; and
- Split payment of an award between partners.  

51. While the number of low-paid workers who are paid weekly has declined, there are many who still have no experience of monthly pay cycles. In the lowest decile of weekly earnings, the share of employees who are paid weekly is now 17% (compared to 44% in 2000), while over three quarters are now paid monthly (up from just over 50% in 2000). Payment frequency data for people who migrate to, or start a new claim for, Universal Credit is less clear cut. Data from a joint research project between the Resolution Foundation and Lloyds Banking Group, published in 2017, show that 58% of new claimants moving onto Universal Credit as a result of moving from employment were paid fortnightly or weekly in their previous job. Neil Couling said that analysis of tax credit data reveals a different pattern compared with the data reported by the Resolution Foundation and Lloyds Banking Group. He said:

“When you look at the tax credit data, which are basically for the people who will be on Universal Credit, and you look at Universal Credit data, you see a very similar pattern: 28% of people are paid weekly under both tax credits and Universal Credit. The majority, 57%, are paid monthly, with about 12% being paid four-weekly and about 3% fortnightly. That has been mirrored between tax credits.”

52. Many new claimants have no experience of monthly pay. The DWP’s desire to make Universal Credit ‘like work’ does not reflect the work that the majority of low-income workers experience. The monthly payment has caused unnecessary budget and cashflow problems for claimants who are used to receiving more frequent wages and those who are out of work.

---


35 The latest data from the ONS—from April 2019—show 12.6% of all employee jobs are paid weekly, compared with 76.4% which are paid monthly; 28.9% of temporary and casual jobs in the UK are paid weekly, compared with 63% which are paid monthly. See, ONS, ‘Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE)-Estimates of the proportion of employee jobs for pay period length by job contract type, UK, April 2019”: [https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/earningsandworkinghours/adhoc/11548annualsurveysofhoursandearningsasheestimatesofthe proportionofemployeejobsforpayperiodlengthbyjobcontracttypeukapril2019](https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/earningsandworkinghours/adhoc/11548annualsurveysofhoursandearningsasheestimatesofthe proportionofemployeejobsforpayperiodlengthbyjobcontracttypeukapril2019) [accessed 23 June 2020]. These data are for the whole workforce and will include many workers who are not on Universal Credit.
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Alternative payment frequencies

53. Policy in Practice called for a “claimant centred approach” to payment arrangements, consisting of twice-monthly payments of Universal Credit, starting with an initial payment at two weeks based on the estimated monthly award amount.\(^{39}\) Citizens Advice told us that people should be given more choice about when and how they are paid. It said people should be allowed to choose a payment schedule that best matches the way their household budgets or aligns their assessment period with their wages and rental/mortgage payments.\(^{40}\) Dr Ruth Patrick, Lecturer in Social Policy and Social Work at the University of York, and Dr Mark Simpson, Lecturer in Law at Ulster University, told us that evidence from their participatory study of the experiences of early Universal Credit claimants in Northern Ireland had found that dividing awards into two monthly payments made it easier to stretch a low income across the month.\(^{41}\) They said, “Twice-monthly payments were a better fit with what some individuals had been accustomed to in previous jobs or when on the legacy benefits, or simply helped with budgeting”.\(^{42}\) Evidence from NHS Health Scotland also drew attention to twice monthly payments. It said that claimants in England and Wales should be given the choice of twice monthly payments, as is the case in Scotland.\(^{43} \)\(^{44}\)

54. Paying Universal Credit awards on a monthly basis is a policy choice; it is not an integral part of the design. However, this approach is not working for many claimants who are forced to fit the rigid requirements of the system. We believe instead that the system should accommodate the circumstances of a wide range of people. At the beginning of their claim all claimants should be allowed to choose whether to have their Universal Credit awards paid monthly or twice monthly. It should be possible for claimants to review this decision on an ongoing basis with their work coach.

Real time information

55. The monthly approach to Universal Credit depends on receiving accurate and timely data from HMRC’s real time information system. Dr Stephen Brien told us that there is a problem with poor-quality real-time information data, which will become a bigger problem as more people migrate to Universal Credit.\(^{45}\)

56. If an employer pays an employee who is a Universal Credit claimant and the earnings are not included in that month’s award because the employer is late reporting it to HMRC, the claimant will receive too much Universal Credit award in the current claim period but too little the next. This is because

---


\(^{40}\) Written evidence from Citizens Advice (EUC0051)

\(^{41}\) In Northern Ireland Universal Credit is paid in two monthly payments by default; the assessment period remains the same.

\(^{42}\) Written evidence from Ruth Patrick, Mark Simpson and UC:Us (EUC0054)

\(^{43}\) Written evidence from NHS Health Scotland (EUC0005)

\(^{44}\) There is a risk that arrears could increase in some cases when claimants opt for twice monthly payments. For instance, claimants who have twice monthly payments face the possibility that they will not be able to pay their bills and rent out of the half award, depending on when they fall. For those who accept twice monthly payments, but do not have payments of housing costs direct to the landlord, they must make sure they are able to pay rent at the end of each month out of the payments they receive.

\(^{45}\) Q 35 (Dr Stephen Brien)
the late reported earnings counted in the next claim period leading to a reduction in that period’s award. This makes it hard for claimants to budget and can undermine the perception that work always pays as Universal Credit awards can appear random.

57. The Low Incomes Tax Reform Group told us that the objective of streamlining the system using real time information “broadly makes sense” but that mismatches in the data supplied cause problems:

“For employees, the key to streamlining UC claims was to build the system around HMRC’s PAYE [real-time information] data. This idea broadly makes sense, and has the potential to alleviate burdens from claimants by capitalising on opportunities created by the digital age. However, mismatches in the definition of earned income for UC and the data supplied by HMRC via [real time information] create problems.”

58. HMRC have issued guidance to employers which explains the data aspects of PAYE and the real time information system. However, the Low Incomes Tax Reform Group said that this guidance is non-statutory and therefore not enforceable by the employee or HMRC. Dr Stephen Brien said,

“At the moment employers are not required to validate their payments, and there are still plenty of records coming through without national insurance numbers or the hashing system that was originally set up for [real time information]. So a bit of work needs to be done with HMRC to make sure that employers are recording on time and the right values.”

59. Neil Couling told us that, despite some issues, he was happy with how the real time information system was performing. He said:

“We did 23 million [Universal Credit] calculations up to January 2020. Of those, there were 20,000 disputes, which indicates 0.09% inaccuracy coming through [Real Time Information]. There are issues there. I fund a team inside HMRC to try to help employers understand how to record their [Real Time Information] correctly so that these things do not happen, but I am very happy with the way [Real Time Information] is performing for us, and where the [Real Time Information] is wrong we correct somebody’s claim on that basis.”

60. Problems with the real time information system can disrupt claimants’ incomes even after a claimant has flagged the issue by raising a dispute. Claimants who have received an incorrect Universal Credit payment must contact the DWP. The claimant must then wait for HMRC and the DWP to resolve the dispute and can be left without the disputed income in the meantime.

---
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61. The accuracy of Universal Credit depends on timely and accurate real time information. Some claimants have been unfairly penalised because of reporting errors and mismatches in the data. This is beyond the control of claimants and often they will be unaware of the issue. Poor-quality real time information creates income insecurity for claimants, making it harder for them to budget and manage their income. While the error rate is low it has nevertheless affected tens of thousands of people. The DWP must work swiftly with HMRC to reduce the real time information error rate.

**Five-week wait**

62. The monthly assessment means that there is a five-week wait for the first payment of Universal Credit. We heard that the five-week wait is entrenching debt among claimants, is increasing reliance on food banks and is causing severe hardship amongst vulnerable claimant groups. Dr Matthew Sowemimo, Head of Public Affairs and Social Policy at the Salvation Army, said:

“the minimum five-week period creates a poverty trap. Why does it do that? We know that 67% of people in the bottom fifth income group in the population have no savings, so, intrinsically, they have vulnerability in the waiting period”.

63. Research by the Riverside Group, a housing association, found that claimants face “destitution and financial hardship” as a result of the waiting period for the first payment. The Poverty Alliance, an anti-poverty network, also told us that the five-week wait is contributing to poverty amongst Universal Credit claimants.

64. The five-week wait has had a disproportionate impact on the most vulnerable groups in society. Research by Disability Rights UK, a charity, found that 30% of disabled claimants could not eat regular meals during the five-week wait, 30% could not heat their homes, and 40% went into significant rent arrears. The five-week wait takes no account of higher costs that disabled people face. Scope, a disability charity, told us that disabled people face higher costs of £583 per month on average, meaning that the five-week wait can leave them in a perilous financial situation.

65. The five-week wait can make it difficult for an individual to leave an abusive relationship and can entrench poverty amongst those who have suffered from financial and domestic abuse. Refuge, a charity, said that the five-week wait typically coincides with the point at which people flee from abuse. The waiting period can push people, including children, into poverty at a traumatic and expensive time.

---

52 Data from March 2020 show that 12.8 million households in the UK have no savings or less than £1,500 of savings. See The Money Charity, *The Money Statistics (March 2020)* p. 3: https://themoneycharity.org.uk/media/March-2020-Money-Statistics.pdf [accessed 17 July 2020].
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Box 3: Case studies on the five-week wait provided by Refuge

A refuge worker told us:

“The changeover to Universal Credit has caused a significant delay in accessing benefits when women arrive at the refuge. The five-week waiting time means women have to survive with their children with no income, and only a few food bank vouchers. This means that many struggle with whether they’ve made the right decision to leave if they can’t even feed their children on their own.”

A survivor told us:

“I don’t know if they understand the impact that it has when you have to wait so long. Especially in that period when you’re fleeing. I think if they understood the additional stress that it causes you, for something mundane when you’re trying to cope with all these massive issues, I think if they realised the additional pressure that it puts on women who are fleeing, I think maybe they would try and do something to try and quicken the process, or something to help access funds quicker in that first space of time.”

Source: Written evidence from Refuge (EUC0094)

66. The DWP offers advances to offset some of the effects of the five-week wait. Under the current rules, claimants have 12 months in which deductions will be taken from their monthly awards to repay an advance payment. From October 2021 this will be extended to 24 months. For those who take a 100% advance, this will reduce the loan repayment rate from 8% to 4% of their monthly income. The maximum amount taken to repay an advance, and other forms of debt, will be reduced from 30% to 25% of the standard allowance. We explore the effect of deductions more generally on the adequacy of Universal Credit awards in the next chapter.

67. Housing benefit ‘run-ons’ were introduced in April 2018 for qualifying claimants migrating from legacy benefits to Universal Credit. These claimants receive an additional two weeks’ Housing Benefit to support them as they move to Universal Credit.59 It is not repayable. The average payment for a Housing Benefit run-on is around £230 and the cost to the DWP is around £550 million per year.60

68. We received evidence calling for an end to the five-week wait. The Joseph Rowntree Foundation said that the DWP must end the minimum five-week wait before the first payment in order to help Universal Credit “live up to its original objectives and potential to loosen the grip of poverty”.61 It recommended that upfront non-repayable grants should be targeted at those

---


61 Written evidence from the Joseph Rowntree Foundation (EUC0017)
most in need, estimating that this would cost between £300 million and £1.3 billion over four years, depending on the level of targeting.62

69. Bright Blue, a think tank, recommended that all new Universal Credit claimants be offered a one-off grant of at least 25% of their estimated Universal Credit award. Bright Blue said this would help to alleviate the financial impact of the delay of the initial Universal Credit award.63

70. Nicholas Timmins, Senior Fellow at the Institute for Government and the King’s Fund, proposed a two-week, “silver hello” as he described it, for entirely new claims and those transferring to Universal Credit from tax credits.64 The two-week grant would match the two-week run-ons of some legacy benefits for claimants migrating to Universal Credit. He told us that such a grant would reduce the problem of paying back large advances, meaning that the overall adequacy of awards was increased.65 We were told that this would cost the DWP around £1 billion to £2 billion per year.66

71. Nicholas Timmins told us that an initial grant introduced the possibility of fraud as the monthly assessment means that anyone would be able to apply even if they earned too much to qualify. However, he said that there are ways to mitigate that risk. He said that one solution would be for the initial payment to remain an advance but to use existing deferral powers not to reclaim the advance straightaway. After a set period when the DWP could confirm that the claim was genuine the advance would be turned into a grant. If the claim turned out not to be genuine the person would be pursued for repayment using the existing mechanisms.67

72. The five-week wait is the primary cause of insecurity in Universal Credit. It entrenches debt, increases poverty and harms vulnerable groups disproportionately. The DWP has introduced some measures to mitigate its worst effects but these fall short of what is needed.

73. The DWP should introduce a non-repayable, two-week initial grant to all claimants. For claimants moving from certain legacy benefits to Universal Credit, this grant could replace the existing system of run-ons. This would provide some security to claimants and would make repayments of advances more manageable. We were told that this would cost the DWP between £1 billion and £2 billion per year.

74. To reduce the risk of fraud, the DWP should initially administer the grant as an advance payment. The two-week payment should then be written off after two months once the DWP knows that the claim is genuine.

---

62 Ibid.
63 Written evidence from Bright Blue (EUC0070)
64 IFG, Universal Credit: Getting it to work better (March 2020) p 11: https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/sites/default/files/publications/universal-credit-getting-it-to-work-better_1.pdf [accessed 17 July 2020]
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66 Q 74 (Nicholas Timmins); also see Letter from the Institute for Fiscal Studies to the Economic Affairs Committee (27 February 2020): https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/578/documents/2304/default/ [accessed 20 July 2020].
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Single household payment

75. Universal Credit is paid as a single household payment. While many couples have different sources of income, Universal Credit is paid into one account. This can be an individual account of either partner or a joint account depending on the choice of the couple. The DWP has recently altered the online claim process to ‘nudge’ couples with children to name the ‘lead carer’ as the recipient of Universal Credit.68

76. Baroness Stroud, a former special adviser at the DWP, told us that Universal Credit was intended to be neutral on which member of a household would receive the benefit. She said, “The couple have to work out together… how they want to manage their money. The goal was to be gender-neutral and carer-neutral.”69

77. Surviving Economic Abuse, a charity, said Universal Credit is “based on the assumption that couples make financial decisions together and that resources (and debts) are shared, but this does not reflect the complex realities of many families.”70 We were told that when the woman receives the full Universal Credit award this can also increase the pressure on them to be solely responsible for managing the household budget in financially constrained circumstances.71

78. Engender, a feminist policy and advocacy organisation based in Scotland, said that rather than being gender-neutral, Universal Credit is “gender-blind” to pre-existing power inequalities that are reproduced in its design.72

79. Marilyn Howard said that the single household payment ignores the potential unequal sharing of resources in the household.73 As a single payment, Universal Credit does not allow for different streams of income to be shared between the adults in a household. Engender said this entrenches inequality between partners in a relationship and ignores gendered dynamics in the household.74

80. We were told that in more severe cases the single household payment can risk the safety of women, particularly those who have suffered domestic abuse, by paying all the money to one individual or to a joint account which one partner manages. The single payment may exacerbate the risk of financial control and coercion, and in cases of abuse can mean that people have no access to income with which to escape. Surviving Economic Abuse told us:

“Even in situations where there was no existing economic abuse, the single payment can exacerbate gender inequalities and create the potential for abuse. Research shows that women are three and a half times more likely to be subject to domestic abuse if they find it impossible to find £100 at short notice.”75
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72 Written evidence from Engender (EUC0078)
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74 Written evidence from Engender (EUC0078)
75 Written evidence from Surviving Economic Abuse (EUC0040)
Partners not in receipt of the Universal Credit award have fewer opportunities to gain financial capability skills. Surviving Economic Abuse set out how the single payment encourages financial dependence:

“Denying an independent income to both parties through the single payment is regressive in that it encourages financial dependence, reinforcing the traditional ‘male breadwinner’ model and overlooking women’s right to an independent income.”

Split payments can be arranged if abuse is disclosed directly to a work coach through an online Universal Credit account or over the telephone. However, evidence from Women’s Aid in a report written for the TUC found that such disclosure can exacerbate abuse. Surviving Economic Abuse said:

“This is not a realistic or safe solution for victims, as challenging the abuser’s control by making such a request could make the abuse worse. Research shows that, when women experience economic abuse within a context of coercive control, they are at increased risk of domestic homicide.”

The Women’s Budget Group told us that split payments must be administered manually as Universal Credit’s IT system is not able to split an award automatically. As of February 2020 there were only 115 split payments out of 2,571,795 households on Universal Credit. The DWP does not provide data on why such split payments are made.

Neil Couling, Change Director General and Senior Responsible Owner for Universal Credit at the DWP said he had doubts over the usefulness of split payments to help reduce abuse:

“They live in the same household, and if it is a “he”—and it normally is—he will know that she gets money on the same day as he does. How is splitting the payment going to help the situation? It is a gross simplification to suggest that somehow it is a magic bullet for domestic violence, which is a criminal act and needs to be dealt with by the criminal justice system. A benefit system cannot fix that problem.”

We note the difference between joint payments of Universal Credit and individual tax assessments. The Scottish Government is exploring the option of ‘separate payments’, which differ from ‘split payments’ in that they would not depend on the exceptional circumstances under which split payments are arranged currently. The objective of a separate payment is to provide Universal Credit claimants with access to an individual income. Options under consideration include splitting the standard allowance between the individuals in a couple and paying specific elements of an award to the

---
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qualifying person, for example paying the child element to the main carer. These separate payments would have to be delivered using the IT system that supports Universal Credit and as such they could be administered UK-wide if successful.83

86. The benefits system cannot be expected to provide solutions to domestic abuse. These acts are criminal and only the abuser is responsible for their actions. That said, the design of the single household payment can, in certain circumstances, exacerbate the risk that financial coercion may take place and make it more difficult for people who have suffered from any form of abuse to escape.

87. The current practice of paying Universal Credit into one account does not reflect reality for many families today, who are used to both partners having their own income. This is important both for reducing the risks of financial coercion and domestic abuse more widely and for encouraging more balanced and equal relationships. The Department should review the option of separate payments by default, drawing on the current review in Scotland.

Self-employed claimants

88. We were told that the treatment of the self-employed in the social security system has always been a “huge challenge”.84 Under Universal Credit, self-employed claimants have the same work allowance and taper rate as employed people. However, the self-employed are subject to a ‘minimum income floor’.85 Box 4 explains the minimum income floor.

Box 4: Minimum income floor

The minimum income floor means that self-employed claimants are treated as earning a certain amount. That amount is set at the equivalent of someone working 35 hours per week (unless they have other responsibilities) at the National Minimum Wage. If an individual earns below this level in any given month they are treated as if they had earned the minimum income floor regardless. If they earn more than the minimum income floor their actual earnings are taken into account. There is no conditionality applied to self-employed people, as long as they are gainfully self-employed (which is tested before the minimum income is applied).

The minimum income floor applies to those making a claim for Universal Credit who have been gainfully self-employed for more than 12 months. After becoming self-employed, an initial assessment is carried out at the claimant’s ‘Gateway Interview’ by Jobcentre Plus work coaches, which seeks to establish that the work is regular, organised, developed and is making a profit as the claimant’s main job.

89. Self-employed claimants must provide monthly ‘cash-in cash-out’ figures. The DWP has made clear that if an individual’s earnings exceed their set minimum income floor, they receive less Universal Credit, with a taper

84 Q 50 (Paul Gray)
85 The minimum income floor is currently suspended in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. This change applies to all Universal Credit claimants and will last for the duration of the pandemic.
rate of 63%.\textsuperscript{86} If they earn less than their minimum income floor, payments are not increased accordingly but remain on the level commensurate to the minimum income floor.

90. There is a tension between providing security to the self-employed and ensuring that the taxpayer does not support businesses that are not viable. Policy in Practice said that the “rationale behind the Minimum Income Floor is that the objective of a benefits system is not to support businesses, and to reinforce the minimum wage”.\textsuperscript{87} The minimum income floor seeks to overcome this by encouraging self-employed claimants to grow their business or spend more hours on other forms of employment if their business is financially non-viable. However, Bright Blue said that the 12-month exemption period was too short to establish a profitable business.\textsuperscript{88}

91. Citizens Advice Sheffield said that while the design of the minimum income floor can deter “bogus” self-employment, the current arrangements are too harsh and do not account for people who choose self-employment for health or caring reasons.\textsuperscript{89}

92. The minimum income floor does not recognise the full range of disparate forms of self-employment. This creates inequalities. Cornwall Housing Ltd drew attention to the disparity between seasonal workers—for whom Universal Credit payments account for fluctuations in income—and self-employed seasonal workers who struggle to meet the minimum income floor during their "off-season".\textsuperscript{90} Caridon Landlord Solutions, an advice service, said that the minimum income floor is not realistic for certain types of self-employed people who have fluctuating incomes such as cleaners and taxi drivers.\textsuperscript{91}

93. The minimum income floor can create inequalities between men and women. Gingerbread said that single parents, who are overwhelmingly women, are more likely to be self-employed and 11% of single parents in employment are self-employed. The minimum income floor makes it difficult to balance childcare responsibilities alongside starting a business.\textsuperscript{92} In some cases it can discourage people from becoming self-employed, which the TUC said can sometimes be the only option for single parents, carers and others who find traditional employment difficult to access.\textsuperscript{93}

94. The social security system should not support unproductive and unprofitable businesses in the long-term. However, treating disparate forms of self-employment similarly creates inequalities in the support that they receive. Self-employed claimants who have fluctuating earnings, seasonal patterns, and varying costs and expenses suffer disproportionately from the minimum income floor. The DWP must address this problem to ensure adequate and fair support for those in disparate forms of self-employment. When the temporary

\textsuperscript{87} Written evidence from Policy in Practice (EUC0056)
\textsuperscript{88} Written evidence from Bright Blue (EUC0070)
\textsuperscript{89} Written evidence from Citizens Advice Sheffield (EUC0076)
\textsuperscript{90} Written evidence from Cornwall Housing Ltd (EUC0038)
\textsuperscript{91} Written evidence from Caridon Landlord Solutions (EUC0066)
\textsuperscript{92} Written evidence from Gingerbread (EUC0013)
\textsuperscript{93} Written evidence from the Trades Union Congress (EUC0082)
suspension of the minimum income floor is lifted these problems will be magnified by the arrival of many more self-employed claimants as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.

95. **Given that the minimum income floor is currently suspended in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the DWP should measure the impact of its suspension on self-employed claimants and publish the results.**

### Housing support

96. The housing element of Universal Credit is normally paid in arrears as part of the overall monthly award. It is paid directly to the claimant who is expected to budget accordingly and make rent payments to the landlord.\(^{94}\) This contrasts with Housing Benefit, which for council tenants and housing association tenants is paid directly to a claimant’s rent account. There is evidence of an increase in rent arrears among people claiming Universal Credit compared with those still receiving Housing Benefit.\(^ {95}\) A recent quantitative study by Iain Hardie, a doctoral researcher at the University of Glasgow, found a statistically significant relationship between the rollout of Universal Credit in local authority areas across England and the increase in repossession orders from landlords.\(^ {96}\)

97. In evidence, the five-week wait was cited as a significant cause of rent arrears. Peabody, a housing association, found that rent arrears increased by 28% on average after tenants claim Universal Credit.\(^ {97}\) Research by the National Residential Landlords Association for October–December 2019 found 79% of landlords with tenants claiming Universal Credit had experienced tenants going into rent arrears in the previous 12 months. The average amount owed by Universal Credit claimants was £3,149, compared with average debt of £1,973 for all tenants in arrears.\(^ {98}\)

---

\(^{94}\) Universal Credit also supports claimants with mortgages and may provide help towards the cost of a mortgage. Help with mortgage payments is provided as a loan. In other words, the claimant will be required to pay back the loan if the property it was claimed for is sold or transferred to someone else. Claimants can get help with mortgage payments only if they have been claiming Universal Credit for 39 weeks or more, with no breaks or earned income in that time. At the point the claimant begins to earn income, help with mortgage support ceases. Any break in the Universal Credit claim, or newly earned income, means that the claimant must claim Universal Credit for a further 39 weeks with no breaks or earned income before they can receive help with mortgage payments again. See DWP, ‘New to Universal Credit: Housing’: [https://www.understandinguniversalcredit.gov.uk/new-to-universal-credit/housing/](https://www.understandinguniversalcredit.gov.uk/new-to-universal-credit/housing/) [accessed 23 June 2020].


\(^{97}\) Written evidence from Peabody (EUC0091)

\(^{98}\) Written evidence from the Residential Landlords Association and National Landlords Association (EUC0050)
Box 5: Case study on rent arrears provided by the Welcome Centre

“Jackie lived in a private rental property and had never been in rent arrears. Jackie had always had a good relationship with her landlord. Jackie had to open a Universal Credit claim and did not have any savings to cover her rent during the five week wait period for her first Universal Credit payment, meaning that even if her claim had been straightforward she would have had to go into rent arrears. Unfortunately, there was an issue with her Universal Credit claim, which meant that she did not receive her housing element. Because she was already five weeks behind with her rent, her landlord notified her that he could not wait any longer for her rent payment, and threatened to start the eviction process. Jackie was very worried about being evicted, and felt her only option was to take out a payday loan of more than £600 so she could pay her rent. This saved Jackie from eviction, but means that she now has high interest debt, which will take her years to pay off. During this period, Jackie had to rely on the food bank to help her with food and other essential items.”

Source: Written evidence from The Welcome Centre (EUC0030)

Alternative Payment Arrangements

98. Alternative Payment Arrangements enable the housing element of Universal Credit to be paid directly to landlords. These are intended to be used only in particular circumstances and are supposed to be temporary. For an Alternative Payment Arrangement to be made, the claimant must be two months or more behind on rent, after which the landlord can apply to have the housing element paid to them directly.99

99. The national Residential Landlords Association said that the average waiting time for a direct payment to a landlord under an Alternative Payments Arrangement was eight and a half weeks. As a result, the national Residential Landlords Association said that “it is not difficult to understand why landlords are so concerned about the financial impact of [Universal Credit].”100 It said that between October and December 2018, 18% of landlords who had tenants in receipt of Universal Credit had applied for an Alternative Payment Arrangement. Of those, 61% had experienced delays in receiving payment.

100. In December 2019, the DWP opened a ‘Landlord Portal’ and ‘Trusted Partner Scheme’ for social landlords. Both schemes have made it easier for social landlords to share data with the DWP and identify tenants who

100 Written evidence from the Residential Landlords Association and National Landlords Association (EUC0050)
are at risk of rent arrears. The average waiting time for an Alternative Payment Arrangement may reduce with the launch in May 2020 of a new online form, which is to be extended to private landlords as well as social landlords. According to reports, in some cases the revised system could cut the processing time down from in excess of three weeks to two hours.

101. **The design of the housing element has led to increased rent arrears and left many claimants feeling vulnerable and at risk of eviction from their home. All claimants should be given the choice, at the beginning of their claim and not when significant arrears have accrued, of having an Alternative Payment Arrangement. If implemented alongside our recommendation to introduce a two-week non-repayable grant at the beginning of a claim, this would help prevent unmanageable rent arrears and provide greater security of housing for all claimants.**

Childcare support

102. Universal Credit can include a payment of up to 85% of childcare costs to claimants who work. Claimants can receive a maximum of £646.35 per month for one child or £1,108.04 per month for two or more children. This was intended to provide more generous childcare support than working tax credit, which has capped support at 70% since 2011. In addition, childcare support under Universal Credit is also available for those working less than 16 hours per week, which was not the case previously. However, the maximum amounts that is reimbursed under Universal Credit for childcare costs were set in 2005 and have not been increased since.

103. The Child Poverty Action Group said that the monthly cap on support means that it is not always worth parents working full time, especially in parts of the country that have high childcare costs such as London. Childcare support is paid in arrears but the costs must usually be paid by the claimant in advance. Leeds City Council told us this is a barrier to parents moving into or remaining in work. It said, “Universal Credit … assumes that the claimant is in a position to find often substantial childcare fees upfront.”

104. Before 2011, childcare support was capped at 80% under working tax credits.

105. Written evidence from Child Poverty Action Group (EUC0075)

106. Written evidence from Leeds City Council (EUC0106)
childcare costs in arrears was particularly difficult for single parents during the summer holidays as it made it harder for them to maintain employment.107

104. Neil Couling told us that there is an issue with fraud and error when childcare support is paid upfront, as is the case under HMRC-administered tax credits. He said HMRC had advised the DWP to pay childcare costs after receipts are provided. He said the ‘Flexible Support Fund’, which was introduced in 2011, can help parents going into employment when they are unable to afford the first month of childcare costs in advance.108

105. The Flexible Support Fund is a grant offered at the discretion of local jobcentres. In certain circumstances, it can be used to claim expenses, such as the first month of childcare costs. The fund is not available to parents already in work who face upfront childcare costs. Save the Children, a charity, said that parents are not able to claim support for childcare through Universal Credit in the same month as receiving support from the Flexible Support Fund. As a result, the problem of affording childcare in advance is moved forward by a month, “as parents will have to pay the next month’s costs upfront without having received support through the childcare element of [Universal Credit].”109

106. While the childcare element of Universal Credit is designed to be more generous than the previous system its inclusion in a single benefit was a mistake. Including childcare support in Universal Credit speaks to our central concern with the drive for simplification: it has benefited administrators at the expense of making claimants’ lives more complicated.

107. Including childcare support in Universal Credit has also created further complexity for claimants. Paying costs in arrears has been a barrier to in-work progression. In some cases, it has been a disincentive to work.

108. We recommend that the Department remove childcare support from Universal Credit entirely. This would require exploring options for a separate benefit and for a range of measures to support the supply side—more free hours of care, subsidies for providers, and reduced fees for parents with low incomes. This new benefit could still be delivered via a digital platform.
CHAPTER 3: MANAGING ON UNIVERSAL CREDIT

109. This chapter examines the adequacy of Universal Credit awards and how well the benefit incentivises claimants into work or to increase their hours. It examines wider spending reductions in the social security system which have affected the security of benefit claimants, including those on Universal Credit.

Social security: spending cuts

110. Universal Credit was intended to be more generous to claimants than legacy benefits. We were told that the budget for Universal Credit in 2012/13, when the benefit was introduced, was set to be £2 billion per year more generous. This was reduced subsequently alongside wider cuts in public spending. In 2015 alone, £3 billion was cut from Universal Credit. Nicholas Timmins told us that Universal Credit was introduced “right into the teeth of austerity”. Sir Iain Duncan Smith MP, Secretary of State for Work and Pensions from 2010 to 2016, told us that it was right to press ahead with Universal Credit regardless of the fiscal context:

“[The idea] that somehow, we could not roll this out because we were in austerity but we could have stayed with the other benefits because somehow they were satisfactory. They were not. I know of no one who has genuinely studied this who says that what went on before was better than what we have now; that is simply not the case. I argue that whether or not you end up with austerity, your policy position must be to improve.”

111. Baroness Stroud told us, “We never envisaged that we would have to do these reforms in an age of austerity. It was very challenging.” Baroness Stroud said that more substantial support to vulnerable claimants was not developed as a result of the reductions in social security spending.

112. Spending reductions in the social security system in these years included:

- freezing the value of most working-age benefits between 2016 and 2020;
- introducing a welfare cap that limits the amount that the Government can spend on certain social security benefits and tax credits. The Treasury has said that the welfare cap will apply in 2024/25 and be set at £137.2 billion, with a margin of 3%;
- introducing a cap (‘the benefit cap’) which limits the total amount that individual households can receive. The benefit cap is set at £23,000 per year for a family living inside Greater London, and £20,000 for a family living outside of London;

110 Q 40 (Dr Stephen Brien)
112 Q 78 (Nicholas Timmins)
113 Q 39 (Iain Duncan Smith MP)
114 Q 38 (Lady Stroud)
115 Q 32 (Lady Stroud)
116 House of Commons Library, The welfare cap, Briefing paper, Number 06852, 16 June 2020
• limiting the child element to two children and removing the family
element/premium in tax credits, Universal Credit and Housing Benefit;
• cutting Universal Credit work allowances (since partly reversed);
• Reducing Housing Benefit, including reducing the Local Housing
Allowance for private sector tenants.117

113. More money has been put into Universal Credit since.118 Most recently, the
Government made several temporary changes to the benefits system and to
Universal Credit in response to the COVID-19 pandemic:
• the standard allowance in Universal Credit has increased by £1,040
per year for one year, on top of planned annual uprating of benefits.
This is a temporary measure which lasts for 12 months;
• Local Housing Allowance rates have been uprated to the 30th percentile
of local market rents after a four-year freeze beginning in 2016; and
• for self-employed claimants, the Minimum Income Floor has been
suspended.119

114. Some groups of claimants remain affected by earlier cuts to social security.
While those cuts were not specific to Universal Credit and applied to the
social security system generally, Universal Credit has increasingly been
affected by the cuts as it has been rolled out to more people. We examine
the effect on claimants from two of the most significant spending cuts that
remain—the benefit cap and the two-child limit—later in this chapter.

115. In April 2019 the DWP said that Universal Credit will provide households
with an additional £2.4 billion per year compared with legacy benefits because
of higher take-up.120 However, the level of take-up that is needed to reach
this figure is not guaranteed. The Resolution Foundation has set out several
reasons why people are less likely to claim Universal Credit, including low
entitlement amounts or not wanting to engage with benefit conditionality.121
Policy in Practice said that Universal Credit has a reputational problem
which may cause take-up to fall short of expectations.122 The DWP has not
published take-up figures for Universal Credit.

117 OBR, ‘An OBR guide to welfare spending’: https://obr.uk/forecasts-in-depth/brief-guides-and-
118 Changes include: a reduction in the taper rate from 65% to 63% (Autumn Statement 2016); a £1,000
per year increase in the work allowance for eligible groups from April 2019 (2018 Autumn Budget);
extending run-ons to apply to income-based JSA, income-related ESA and Income Support as well
as Housing Benefit for the first fortnight of a Universal Credit claim. See HM Treasury, Budget 2018:
119 DWP, ‘Employment and benefits support’: https://www.understandinguniversalcredit.gov.uk/
employment-and-benefits-support/making-a-new-claim/ [accessed 22 April 2020]
uk/documents/commons-committees/work-and-pensions/Correspondence/Letter-from-Rt-Hon-
Amber-Rudd-MP-re-UC-natural-migration-20190424.pdf [accessed 20 July 2020]; These figures are
before the COVID-19 pandemic and as such do not take account of the temporary increase in the
standard allowance.
121 Resolution Foundation, The long and winding road: The introduction and impact of Universal Credit in
Liverpool City Region and the UK (January 2020) pp 38–39; https://www.resolutionfoundation.org/app/
uploads/2020/01/The-Long-and-Winding-Road.pdf [accessed 21 July 2020]
122 Written evidence from Policy in Practice (EUC0056)
116. The Government undertook the most significant social security reform for a generation at the same time as making substantial cuts to public spending, including wide ranging cuts to the social security system, in order to reduce the deficit. Cuts to Universal Credit have been partially restored but they, along with problems of design and implementation, have had lasting consequences by increasing poverty and hardship among many claimants. Universal Credit’s promise of increased generosity now rests on higher take-up by claimants. The reputation of Universal Credit is poor and higher take-up is not guaranteed. The DWP should start publishing take-up estimates in order to assess how successful Universal Credit has been in achieving the increased take-up that is assumed to flow from simplification.

117. The significant cuts to the social security system over the last decade mean that a catch-up increase in funding is needed urgently to ensure that Universal Credit is fit for purpose. Even when the recent increases in Universal Credit are taken into account, it is a less generous benefit than intended by its original proponents. Without the Government putting more money into the system, Universal Credit will continue to be beset by the problems that we have set out in this report. The recommendations below set out a pathway for making Universal Credit an adequate and fairer system which would provide greater security for claimants.

**Adequacy of awards**

118. Universal Credit awards comprise a monthly standard allowance and may contain additional elements depending on the claimant’s circumstances. Table 1 sets out the monthly standard allowance for different claimants.

*Table 1: Monthly standard allowance rates for Universal Credit*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimant group</th>
<th>2019/20 standard allowance</th>
<th>2020/21 standard allowance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single (under 25)</td>
<td>£251.77</td>
<td>£342.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single (25 or over)</td>
<td>£317.82</td>
<td>£409.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint claimants (both under 25)</td>
<td>£395.20</td>
<td>£488.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint claimants (one or both 25 and over)</td>
<td>£498.89</td>
<td>£594.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


119. Additional elements based on claimants’ personal circumstances are set out in Table 2.
### Table 2: Planned uprating in additional monthly payments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Additional payment</th>
<th>2019/20 rate</th>
<th>2020/21 rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First child (born prior to 6 April 2017)</td>
<td>£277.08</td>
<td>£281.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First child (born on or after 6 April 2017) or second child and subsequent child (where an exception or transitional provision applies)</td>
<td>£231.67</td>
<td>£235.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled child addition—lower rate</td>
<td>£126.11</td>
<td>£128.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled child addition—higher rate</td>
<td>£392.08</td>
<td>£400.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited capability for work amount</td>
<td>£126.11</td>
<td>£128.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited capability for work and work-related activity amount</td>
<td>£336.20</td>
<td>£341.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carer amount</td>
<td>£160.20</td>
<td>£162.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childcare—maximum for one child</td>
<td>£646.35</td>
<td>£646.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childcare—maximum for two or more children</td>
<td>£1,108.04</td>
<td>£1,108.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-dependents’ housing cost contributions</td>
<td>£73.89</td>
<td>£75.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### Who gains and who loses?

120. In April 2019 the Institute for Fiscal Studies published research which found that some groups gain from the introduction of Universal Credit, but many groups lose out. It said:

- 76% (8.7 million adults) of those entitled to means-tested benefits—and 84% (7.2 million) of those in working households—see a change in their entitlement of at least £100 per annum;
- 17% (1.9 million) see a loss of at least £1,000 per annum; and
- 14% (1.6 million) see a gain of at least that much.\(^{123}\)

121. Figure 2 shows what proportion of each family type gains and losses under Universal Credit.

---

\(^{123}\) IFS, *Universal credit and its impact on household incomes: the long and the short of it* (April 2019) pp 2–3: available at: [https://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/14083](https://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/14083) [accessed 21 July 2020] and written evidence from Radian (EUC0093), a housing provider, stated that young people have lost out from Universal credit. Under legacy benefits, a lone parent under 25 would have been entitled to £73.10 per week; under Universal Credit this entitlement is £58.10.
Almost a quarter of couples with children see a large increase in their entitlement from Universal Credit. A large proportion of those who gain from Universal Credit do so because of its more generous treatment of working households who pay rent; 29% of those in Universal Credit working households and living in rented accommodation see an increase in entitlement of at least £1,000 per annum.\textsuperscript{124}

The Institute for Fiscal Studies found that claimants in the lowest 10% income bracket lose the most from Universal Credit on average—a fall of up to 1.9% in their income, equivalent to £150 per year per adult.\textsuperscript{125} It found that those most negatively affected by Universal Credit tend to be those with financial assets;\textsuperscript{126} the low-earning self-employed; mixed-aged couples—i.e. where one partner is above state pension age and the other below; and some claimants on disability benefits.\textsuperscript{127} We examine the adequacy of Universal Credit awards for disabled claimants and mixed-age couples below. The effect on the self-employed was examined in chapter two.

\textsuperscript{124} Ibid. p 2
\textsuperscript{126} See Box 1 in Chapter 1. Assets over £6,000 reduces the amount of Universal Credit payable; anyone with assets over £16,000 is ineligible for Universal Credit. Under legacy means-tested benefits there are similar capital rules; but for those on tax credits these do not apply.
\textsuperscript{127} \textit{Universal credit and its impact on household incomes: the long and the short of it}; see also Q 14 (Tom Waters).
**Food poverty**

124. Research has shown that increases in foodbank usage within local areas is linked to the rollout of Universal Credit. In 2018, the Trussell Trust reported that foodbanks experience a 52% increase in demand on average, 12 months after Universal Credit has been rolled out. This compared with a 13% increase in demand on average in areas that have had Universal Credit introduced for three months or less. The Trussell Trust’s *The State of Hunger* report said:

“Statistical modelling of the changes in food parcel demand showed clear and robust evidence that the extent and timing of five key benefit changes (sanctions, Universal Credit, ‘bedroom tax’, benefit levels, Personal Independent Payment assessments) had sizeable and significant effects, confirming the findings from the surveys of people referred to food banks and referral agencies.”

**Box 6: Case studies provided by Karbon Homes**

“Miss X was living on virtually no disposable income after she had paid her rent, council tax, utilities and other bills. She had to turn to the foodbanks which she felt degrading as she couldn’t believe that in this day and age, she would be using them. Worst still, she could only get 3 days food out of 7, so in her words, she had to starve for four.”

“Miss Y said “stress, emotional stress, and the wonder of how you are going to pay each bill and keep a roof over your head … to be honest I struggled to get food shopping, I can’t afford it for my children, my ex-partner has to get it for them. I am trying to keep on top of the bills, and I can’t. I am trying my best.”

Source: Written evidence from Karbon Homes (EUC0061)

**Standard allowance increase**

125. The changes to benefits announced since the 2020 Spring Budget are estimated to have cost the Government about £8 billion over the next year. The most substantial of these changes was the temporary increase in the standard allowance that the Chancellor said would last for 12 months. The Secretary of State for Work and Pensions told us the increase in the standard allowance would bring the basic rate of Universal Credit in line with Statutory Sick Pay. She said, “The rate to which [Universal Credit] was raised—about £1,000 a year—means that the standard allowance is now approximately the same as statutory sick pay, as opposed to the differential that would be there with the legacy benefits.” The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the increase would “strengthen the safety net”. He said, “we will also act to...”

---

128 The Trussell Trust, *The next stage of Universal Credit: Moving onto the new benefit system and foodbank use* (November 2018): [https://www.trusselltrust.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2018/10/The-next-stage-of-Universal-Credit-Report-Final.pdf](https://www.trusselltrust.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2018/10/The-next-stage-of-Universal-Credit-Report-Final.pdf) [accessed 20 July 2020]. Written evidence from Dr Laura Davies and Dr Natalia Gerodetti also found that in Leeds there had been a large increase in the number of vouchers presented to Trussell Trust food banks between 2014 and 2019 connected to the rollout of Universal Credit (EUC0087).


130 OBR, Coronavirus policy monitoring database (19 June 2020) available at: [https://obr.uk/coronavirus-analysis](https://obr.uk/coronavirus-analysis) [accessed 20 July 2020]
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protect you if the worst happens. To strengthen the safety net, I’m increasing today the Universal Credit Standard Allowance, for the next 12 months, by £1,000 a year.”

126. The standard allowance has been increased by £20 a week for all Universal Credit claimants. The same increase applies to single people, couples and households with children. Universal Credit claimants told us that the increase in the standard allowance was welcome. Angela Charlton said:

“The extra money has meant that I can buy fresh food for myself and my daughter [instead of relying on food banks]. That has been a nice, welcome change, but I am sure it is going to be taken back off us afterwards.”

127. Kirsty Harkins, a Universal Credit claimant and volunteer at Sale Moor Community Partnership, said:

“This is very welcome indeed, and, if ever I lose my limited capability for work payment and have to live on the basic allowance for Universal Credit, it will be essential, quite frankly. People who are just on basic allowance struggle hugely. I fear that may be my future, so, yes, a 30% increase is massively helpful. But is it temporary, and why? That is my question. If it is not good enough for the general public during COVID-19, why is it enough for those who struggle more generally? The payment increase should be permanent, in my opinion.”

128. Other witnesses agreed that the increase in the standard allowance was necessary and said that the Government should make it permanent.

129. The recent increase in the standard allowance is welcome considering the evidence we have received about the adequacy of Universal Credit, which said that it was often not enough income to live on. Universal Credit must provide claimants with an adequate income and act as a safety net for avoiding extreme poverty and hardship. We believe that the increase shows the original rate was not adequate. The Department has, to date, said that this is only a temporary measure. The Government should commit to making the increase in the standard allowance permanent. To avoid undue hardship and poverty it should also examine the relative levels of benefits for couples and those with children and investigate whether there are other claimant groups who do not receive adequate income.

Disabled claimants

130. In 2018 the Government said that “Britain is spending more on disability and incapacity benefits as a share of GDP than all other G7 countries except Germany”.

132 Ibid.
133 Q 114 (Angela Charlton and Kirsty Harkins)
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131. The Joseph Rowntree Foundation said 31% of disabled people live in poverty, compared with 20% of the non-disabled population, and nearly half of people in poverty are disabled or live with a disabled person.136

132. Research by the Disability Benefits Consortium has identified two positive measures in Universal Credit for some disabled people:

- the limited capability for work-related activity element of Universal Credit is higher than the equivalent amount awarded to those in the support group of income-related Employment and Support Allowance and continues to be included in the maximum amount of the household regardless of earnings (a single person in the support group of Employment and Support Allowance with no other income and not entitled to the severe disability premium will be £95 a month better off on Universal Credit);137 and

- there is no earnings limit to the carer element of Universal Credit provided the other criteria for entitlement to carer’s allowance are met.138

133. However, we also heard that disabled claimants can lose out from Universal Credit. James Taylor, Executive Director of Strategy and Social Change at Scope, told us that Universal Credit is less generous than the legacy system for disabled people because they are no longer entitled to additional payments related to their disability:

“We know that it can be harder for disabled people to find a job and stay in work. The removal of those disability premiums139 effectively makes it much harder for them now than it was perhaps five or six years ago, which is why we want to see that disability top-up or premium be reintroduced into Universal Credit”.140

134. The Severe Disability Premium in the legacy system is paid to those disabled people who are on a disability benefit which would entitle them to have a carer paid to assist them, but who do not have a carer and who live on their own (or only with dependent children or another adult in receipt of a qualifying benefit).141 The DWP has not said why Universal Credit does not have an equivalent to Severe Disability Premium. It has maintained that Universal Credit simplifies means-tested support for disabled people and is easier to understand in general. It has made transitional protection available to ensure that people moving onto Universal Credit do not lose out in cash

---

136 Written evidence from Joseph Rowntree Foundation (EUC0017)
137 Under Universal Credit someone working and earning more than the equivalent of 16 hours’ work per week paid at the National Minimum Wage will not be able to receive the limited capability for work or limited capability for work and work-related activity payment unless they are also getting Disability Living Allowance (DLA) or Personal Independence Payment (PIP). Those who are getting Disability Living Allowance or Personal Independence Payment will still need to attend a Work Capability Assessment to assess whether they can receive this extra amount. See, DWP, ‘New to Universal Credit: Health conditions or disabilities’: https://www.understandinguniversalcredit.gov.uk/new-to-universal-credit/health-conditions-or-disabilities/ [accessed 24 June 2020].
139 Mr Taylor was referring to the lack of an equivalent of Severe Disability Premium (SDP) and Enhanced Disability Premium (EDP) in Universal Credit. The weekly rate for SDP is £66.95; the rate of EDP is £17.10.
140 Q 106 (James Taylor)
141 Mending the holes: restoring lost disability elements to universal credit, p 5
terms if their entitlement to Universal Credit is lower than their existing benefits.\textsuperscript{142}

135. Advice Nottingham, a consortium of six advice agencies, said that once transitional protection ends the lack of an equivalent of Severe Disability Premium in Universal Credit means that disabled claimants stand to lose up to £180 per month.\textsuperscript{143}

136. The Disability Benefits Consortium has recommended that the DWP introduces a ‘self-care’ element to Universal Credit to compensate for the financial loss that disabled claimants face due to the lack of an equivalent to Severe Disability Premium in Universal Credit. It said that a self-care element would provide additional support for disabled people who live on their own and do not have a carer (in the same way as the Severe Disability Premium).\textsuperscript{144} The Disability Benefits Consortium has estimated that a self-care element would cost around £1 billion.\textsuperscript{145}

137. Policy in Practice said that, as a result of the exclusion of additional support elements, people in receipt of disability benefits but deemed fit to work will lose around £50 per week because their expenses for day-to-day living and mobility issues are higher.\textsuperscript{146} Parents of most disabled children have also lost out financially with Universal Credit. Households with disabled children have £154 a month less under Universal Credit compared with the legacy system.\textsuperscript{147} Families who care for disabled children face many additional costs, such as household aids and adaptations, additional travel costs to hospital and other appointments, and higher childcare costs for disabled children.

138. The financial loss that disabled claimants face is compounded by the loss of permitted work rules that were included under Employment and Support Allowance. Employment and Support Allowance claimants can earn up to £131.50 a week from permitted work without losing any of their benefit, though earnings beyond that do create a reduction in income. However, under Universal Credit someone who is found to have limited capability for work can earn £73 if they receive housing support, and £128 if they do not—the set work allowance—before their Universal Credit starts reducing. North Tyneside Citizens Advice Bureau told us that the relative financial loss in permitted work rules is a disincentive to work for disabled claimants as they cannot work as many hours part-time without it affecting their benefits.\textsuperscript{148} Research from the Disability Benefits Consortium says that increasing the work allowance would significantly assist disabled claimants who are only able to work part-time.\textsuperscript{149}

\textsuperscript{142} On 16 January 2019 regulations came into force preventing people in receipt of benefits including Severe Disability premium (SDP) from moving onto Universal Credit until the final managed migration stage, when they can receive transitional protection. Separate regulations in force from 24 July 2019 provide for “SDP transitional payments”—both backdated and ongoing—to people who moved from legacy benefits to Universal Credit before 16 January 2019 and who lost SDP. See House of Commons Library, Universal Credit and the Severe Disability Premium, Briefing paper, Number 08494, 5 November 2019.

\textsuperscript{143} Written evidence from Advice Nottingham (EUC0083)

\textsuperscript{144} A self-care element should reduce inequality between (a) households with a partner working who can get the carer element and (b) households with a single disabled parent and child carer who do not get a carer addition.

\textsuperscript{145} Mending the holes: restoring lost disability elements to universal credit

\textsuperscript{146} Written evidence from Policy in Practice (EUC0056)

\textsuperscript{147} Mending the holes: restoring lost disability elements to universal credit, p 6

\textsuperscript{148} Written evidence from North Tyneside CAB (EUC0021)

\textsuperscript{149} Mending the holes: restoring lost disability elements to universal credit, p 30
139. James Taylor told us, “It is important that disabled people move into employment. In this country at the moment, around 1 million disabled people are out of work but want to work.”150 Evan Odell, a researcher at Disability Rights UK, agreed and told us that the obstacles that many disabled people face are external to them and result from a lack of available support.

140. **The DWP should introduce an equivalent to the Severe Disability Premium. This should be a self-care element for any disabled person who does not have someone assisting them and claiming the carer element of Universal Credit. We were told that this would cost the DWP around £1 billion per year.**

*Mixed-age couples*

141. Under Universal Credit a mixed-age couple is considered to be a ‘working age’ couple for the purposes of means-tested benefits.151 This change applied from 15 May 2019, when mixed-age couples were no longer able to choose whether to claim Universal Credit, Pension Credit or pension-age Housing Benefit.152 In July 2019, the Institute for Fiscal Studies said that the change would save “just over £1 billion per year.”153 Both partners in a couple now have to reach the current qualifying age—65 years and 5 months—for Pension Credit before they are entitled to Pension Credit or pension-age Housing Benefit.154

142. The new regulations mean that individuals below state pension age whose partner is eligible can no longer live on Pension Credit, meaning that their work incentives are comparable with a single person of similar age. That has come at the expense of individuals who are eligible for Pension Credit and whose younger partner is unable, or unwilling, to work. They will now face a less generous safety net, potentially for years after they reached the state pension age.155

143. As a result, if a couple are entitled to Universal Credit because they have low income (taking account of the full new state pension worth £175.20 per week to which the older member is entitled), then unless the younger member of the couple has a health condition which would prevent them from working, is responsible for looking after young children or is a carer, he or

---

150 Q 106 (James Taylor)
152 There are exceptions to the rule. First, mixed-age couples who were entitled to Pension Credit and/or pension-age Housing Benefit on 14 May 2019 were able to continue claiming benefits while entitled—they do not have to claim Universal Credit instead. Second, if the couple remain entitled to Pension Credit from before 15 May 2019, they can start receiving pension-age Housing Benefit on or after that date, and vice versa. See, CPAG, ‘Mixed-age from May’ (1 June 2019): https://cpag.org.uk/welfare-rights/resources/article/mixed-age-may [accessed 17 July 2020].
153 IFS, ‘Changes to pension credit rules for ‘mixed age couples’ mean a large number have to wait many years before they can claim’ (4 July 2019): https://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/14238 [accessed 17 July 2020]
155 IFS, ‘Changes to pension credit rules for ‘mixed age couples’ mean a large number have to wait many years before they can claim’ (4 July 2019): https://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/14238 [accessed 17 July 2020]
she will be subject to the same work-search and work-related conditions in Universal Credit as other claimants.

144. Age UK said that the policy that younger partners should have the same work incentives as other people under state pension age is unrealistic. It said, “in reality, for many affected, work is simply not an option due to ill health or the need to care for their older partner.”

145. Evidence from Age UK sets out how mixed-age couples lose out substantially from Universal Credit. It said that mixed-age couples can be up to £7,000 a year worse off than under the previous system. The standard single-person rate of Pension Credit is around £8,700 per year compared with the basic Universal Credit rate for a couple of around £5,990 per year (pre-COVID-19 figures). Even when accounting for the temporary increase in the standard allowance, the basic Universal Credit rate still falls short of Pension Credit at only £7,128 per year.

146. **Universal Credit was designed as a working-age benefit; it was not designed with pensioners in mind. While we understand the trade-off which the DWP has had to consider in relation to mixed-age couples, we feel that on balance it has opted for the wrong approach.**

147. **Including mixed-age couples in Universal Credit has meant that they may lose out financially. The partner who is eligible for a state-age pension is treated unfairly compared with single pensioners and couples of state-pension age. The DWP should revert to the previous system in which mixed-age couples were treated as state-pension age couples for means-tested benefits.**

**Deductions**

148. Large amounts of historic debt have built up in the social security system. When Universal Credit started to roll out at scale, there was around £5.9 billion of tax credit debt; local authorities are owed around £2 billion in housing benefit debt; and there are over £1 billion of overpayments in Job Seeker’s Allowance and other benefits that are still technically repayable. Historic debt totals around £10 billion.

149. Sir Iain Duncan Smith MP told us that a condition imposed on the Universal Credit programme was that it could be used to recover historic social security debts:

“The reality is that it [HMRC] decided—I am afraid that I had to cave in on this eventually, because I was under pressure across the board—that the debt it was not able to get back, which I think is something around £6 billion [in tax credit overpayments], has been moved across on to universal credit as people come across.”

150. The debt-recovery mechanisms in the Universal Credit programme were applied stringently. Until late 2019 a maximum deduction of 40% could be made to a Universal Credit award to repay historic debts. This has since

---

156 Written evidence from Age UK (EUC0022)
157 Ibid.
159 Q 34 (Iain Duncan Smith MP)
been reduced to 30%. At the spring 2020 Budget it was announced that it will be reduced further to 25% from October 2021.

151. There are exceptions which mean that deductions can be taken over that limit. Last Resort Deductions are for arrears of owner-occupier service charges or rent, or arrears for gas or electricity. Last Resort Deductions can be made to prevent claimants being evicted from their home or having their fuel disconnected. Overpayments of Universal Credit are repaid at a rate of up to 15% of the standard allowance. If one or both (if they are a couple) of the claimants’ earnings are above the level of the work allowance (if the work allowance is applicable) an additional amount of up to 10% can be deducted.\(^{160}\)

152. The repayment of historic benefit debt is a problem for many claimants. Dr Ruth Cain, a Senior Lecturer at the University of Kent, told us that because Universal Credit is a household benefit a claimant can inherit, and become liable to repay, a debt that their partner has accrued, even if the debt precedes the relationship.\(^{161}\)

153. The number of people affected will rise significantly when the managed migration process starts. In March 2020, 60% of Universal Credit claimants received less than its standard rate because they were paying back various benefit debts.\(^{162}\) The largest category of social security debt is tax credit debt (£6 billion), which many claimants do not realise they owe and for which they may not have budgeted.\(^{163}\)

154. Garry Lemon, Director of Policy, External Affairs and Research at the Trussell Trust, told us that in February 2019 there were 30,000 claimants who had more than 40% deducted from their payments. In May 2019, 440,000 claimants, or 52% of Universal Credit claimants who were paid an advance, were paying off another debt to the Government. He said, “That was often a tax credit debt or repayment being clawed back from an already very low amount of money.” He told us that the Government should be held to the same standards as private sector lenders and should conduct proper affordability assessments before imposing deductions for historic debts.\(^{164}\)

155. Witnesses said that historic tax credit debt should be written off. Baroness Stroud said she would “highly recommend [a debt] amnesty” for claimants.\(^{165}\)


\(^{161}\) Q 1 (Dr Ruth Cain)

\(^{162}\) IFG, Universal Credit: Getting it to work better (March 2020) p 2: https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/sites/default/files/publications/universal-credit-getting-it-to-work-better_1.pdf [accessed 17 July 2020]

\(^{163}\) Tax credits were assessed on earlier earnings, awarded for a year and adjusted on actual income at the end of the year. Claimants were meant to report any change of circumstance that would have raised or lowered their award in-year. Many did not realise they were meant to do so. There were other reasons why overpayments occurred, such as changes in circumstances being reported late, errors by HMRC, and changes to income during the annual renewal process, which could take up to eight weeks. HMRC sought to reclaim overpayments through the tax system: as people earned more, they would, in effect, pay a higher rate of tax to settle the debt. They did so only once their income exceeded the income tax personal allowance (which since 2010 has almost doubled to £12,500 a year). An unintended consequence of increasing the personal allowance is that many people on a low income and with tax credit debt have been repaying little, or none, of their overpayments.

\(^{164}\) Q 19 (Garry Lemon)

\(^{165}\) Q 33 (Lady Stroud)
Sir Iain Duncan Smith MP agreed and said, “the No. 1 thing I would do is get rid of the debt that is coming across unnecessarily from tax credits”.

156. Nicholas Timmins told us that because of the level of debt in the system, “about 30% of claimants are living on 25% or 30% less than the standard rate of [Universal Credit]. That seems extremely harsh.”

**Box 7: Case study on deductions provided by Mind**

“[I] find it impossible to make my money stretch for one month as I have hardship payments, budget loan and a service charge coming out [of] my payment that leaves me with £190 and a lot of that is paid out to people I’ve had to lend from (friends, family)”

Source: Written evidence from Mind (EUC0084)

157. Nicholas Timmins said that many people do not realise that they have historic tax credit debts, so the debt crystallises for them only once they move to Universal Credit. The recovery of this debt is factored into the award without an affordability assessment, meaning that the claimant may live on substantially less than the minimum award for a long time. Mr Timmins said that this “will hurt claimants and cause further damage to [Universal Credit’s] reputation.”

158. As more people migrate to Universal Credit, its role in recovering historical debt will become more prominent. The DWP should ensure that deductions taken from Universal Credit awards are first subjected to an affordability assessment. They should only made in accordance with what a claimant can afford to repay.

159. Many people are unaware that they have tax credit debts and often the overpayments they have received were not their fault. Using Universal Credit to recover historic debts has left many households with an income well below that to which they are entitled.

160. The Government should write off historical tax credit debt owed by Universal Credit claimants. We believe that the £6 billion of tax credit debt should be treated as a sunk cost—it is highly unlikely to be repaid in full, and the Government should not jeopardise the financial security of claimants in pursuit of it.

**Benefit cap**

161. The benefit cap was introduced in 2013. It limits the total amount a household can receive in certain benefits to £20,000 per year for families...

---

166 Q 34 (Iain Duncan Smith MP)
167 Q 75 (Nicholas Timmins)
outside London and £23,000 per year for families in London (or £13,400 and £15,410 per year respectively for single people).\(^{170}\)

162. It is designed to encourage people to find work and does not apply to those with disabilities or carers. People can overcome the cap on income by entering employment or increasing the hours in their current job. However, the evidence shows that only around 5% of capped households move into work because of the cap.\(^{171}\) Evidence from the Hyde Group, a housing association, said that the benefit cap penalises people for not finding work and as a result the cap is a further burden on top of the benefit sanctions system.\(^{172}\)

163. The Zacchaeus 2000 Trust said that Universal Credit claimants subject to the cap lose out more than those who claim legacy benefits while subject to the cap. It said, “Previously, a household could only have their [Housing Benefit] capped. On [Universal Credit], the cap can be applied not just to a household’s housing costs but to its whole [Universal Credit] award.”\(^{173}\)

164. We heard that the benefit cap has a disproportionate impact on women and children. Surviving Economic Abuse said that “the benefit cap disproportionately affects women who have fled domestic abuse, and pushes them into choosing between living in danger or risking poverty.”\(^{174}\) Child Poverty Action Group, a charity, said that by 2023/24, an estimated 400,000 children will be deeper in poverty due to the benefit cap.\(^{175}\)

165. We received evidence calling for the benefit cap to be scrapped. Surviving Economic Abuse said that in combination with the five-week wait and repayments for advances, the benefit cap is “putting women in situations where they may have no choice but to return to the abuser or take out payday loans.”\(^{176}\) Tower Hamlets Council said that removing the benefit cap would benefit up to half a million children nationally by 2023.\(^{177}\)

166. The Institute for Fiscal Studies estimated in 2019 that abolishing the benefit cap would cost the Government around £200 million per year.\(^{178}\)

167. **We recognise that the benefit cap was intended to increase the financial incentive to move into paid work. This is more likely to be effective if there is a buoyant labour market than if there is high unemployment and few job vacancies. In light of the unfolding economic crisis we recommend that the Government review the level of the benefit cap and its effect on hardship and poverty.**

---

\(^{170}\) Claimants are eligible for a 9 month ‘grace period’ if they are reclaiming Universal Credit because they stopped working or their earnings went down; if they are now earning less than £604 a month; if in each of the 12 months before their earnings went down and they stopped working, they earned the same as or more than the earnings threshold (this was £569 up to 31 March 2020 and is £604 from 1 April 2020). See, HM Government, ‘Benefit cap’: https://www.gov.uk/benefit-cap/how-earnings-affect-when-benefit-cap-starts [accessed 29 June 2020].


\(^{172}\) Written evidence from The Hyde Group (EUC0039)

\(^{173}\) Written evidence from the Zacchaeus 2000 Trust (EUC0101)

\(^{174}\) Written evidence from Surviving Economic Abuse (EUC0040)

\(^{175}\) Written evidence from Child Poverty Action Group (EUC0075)

\(^{176}\) Written evidence from Surviving Economic Abuse (EUC0040)

\(^{177}\) Written evidence from Tower Hamlets Council (EUC0065)

Two-child limit

168. The two-child limit applies to children born after 6 April 2017. The new limit means that in families where there are already two or more children, the child element in Universal Credit and child tax credits is restricted to the first two children. This means that families cannot receive any additional support for their third child onwards.179

169. The Zacchaeus 2000 Trust said that the two-child limit meant that those with more than two children had “no choice but to work more hours to make up for the fact that their [Universal Credit] payment does not cover their family’s essential costs.”180

170. Marilyn Howard told us that the limit had a particularly negative financial effect on “certain groups of people with large families, maybe from black and ethnic minority groups or particular religious groups.”181 The Women’s Budget Group described it as “discriminatory.”182

171. Refuge said that the two-child limit had made people who have experienced domestic abuse more financially dependent on perpetrators. It said that individuals with more than two children who separate from perpetrators can be forced into poverty as they do not have enough to support themselves and their children.183

172. We heard that the two-child limit increases child poverty.184 The Poverty Alliance, an anti-poverty network, said that the two-child limit “meant that the level of support provided by Universal Credit has been rendered entirely inadequate for substantial numbers of families across the UK.”185 The Child Poverty Action Group said, “The two-child limit will mean that an additional 300,000 children are in poverty by 2023/24 as well as pushing a million children deeper into poverty.”186 It said that the two-child limit should be scrapped.187 In 2019 Child Poverty Action Group estimated that this would cost £1.7 billion.188

173. The two-child limit is unfair. It penalises large families and can put the health and wellbeing of children in jeopardy. We heard that ending the limit could protect up to 300,000 children from poverty. We urge the Government to remove the two-child limit and consider introducing tapered awards for families with more than two children.

---

179 There are limited exceptions to the rule, such as children cared for under “kinship care” arrangements, children adopted from local authority care, multiple births and where children are born as a result of “non-consensual conception”.
180 Written evidence from the Zacchaeus Trust (EUC0101)
181 Q 26 (Marilyn Howard)
182 Women’s Budget Group (EUC0016)
183 Written evidence from Refuge (EUC0094)
185 Written evidence from the Poverty Alliance (EUC0077)
186 Written evidence from Child Poverty Action Group (EUC0075)
187 Written evidence from Child Poverty Action Group (EUC0075)
188 CPAG, Universal credit: what needs to change to reduce child poverty and make it fit for families? (June 2019) p 4: https://cpag.org.uk/sites/default/files/files/policypost/Universal%20credit%20-%20what%20needs%20to%20change_0.pdf [accessed 19 July 2020]
Work incentives

174. One of the guiding principles of Universal Credit was to ‘make work pay’. It does this in two main ways. First, it aims to incentivise claimants in the relevant groups who are not working to find work even if for just a few hours. Second, it aims to incentivise claimants who are already working to take up more hours, so that any increase in earnings leads to an increase in total income (‘in-work progression’). For couples there are incentives for both partners to work, or to work more hours.

Financial incentives to enter work

175. The work allowance acts as an earnings disregard and is the amount that claimants can earn before their Universal Credit payment is reduced. Baroness Stroud told us, “the whole crux of Universal Credit is the [earnings] disregard to reward the move into work and the taper progression in work.” When Universal Credit was initially rolled out, single people and couples without children were eligible for a work allowance. These were cut as part of spending reductions in 2015 and the cuts came into force in April 2016. Now, only those with responsibility for a child or with limited capability for work are eligible for a work allowance. There is one work allowance per household; couples do not have a second allowance.

176. We heard that the current structure and level of work allowances have diminished the financial incentive to enter work for certain groups. Policy in Practice was concerned about the employment prospects of unemployed single people, with no children, who do not have a work allowance when they enter employment. It said that the 63% taper rate risks the cost of work becoming greater than retained income for claimants once tax, national insurance, and work expenses are taken into account.

177. Money Advice Plus, a charity, said that the removal of work allowances for single people and couples without children has disincentivised claimants from taking low paid or short hours work that may have led to them taking more hours or better paid work.

178. Marilyn Howard told us that second earners, who tend to be women, have “fewer work incentives” under Universal Credit. Dr Rita Griffiths linked this to the fact there is no work allowance for the second partner. She said, “There is only one work allowance between the members of a couple, so once that has been expended by the first earner, who tends to be the man in a couple, the taper is applied to the first pound that the second earner earns, at 63%.”

Incentives to progress in work

179. Universal Credit has a single taper rate of 63% which reduces the amount of benefit paid as claimants’ earnings rise. This, combined with higher work

---

189 Q 37 (Lady Stroud)
190 The monthly work allowances are £292 for a household if they receive housing support and £512 if they do not. DWP, ‘Guidance: Universal Credit work allowances’ (10 June 2020): https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/universal-credit-work-allowances/universal-credit-work-allowances [accessed 17 July 2020]
191 Written evidence from Policy in Practice (EUC0056)
192 Written evidence from Money Advice Plus (EUC0090)
193 Q 25 (Marilyn Howard)
194 Q 25 (Dr Rita Griffiths)
allowances, was designed to ensure that claimants would retain a higher proportion of earned income without facing different marginal incentives at certain working hours.

180. The 63% taper rate does not account for income tax and National Insurance contributions. The DWP said that when the 63% taper rate is combined with these the marginal effective rate of deductions is 75% for a single parent working 30 hours a week at the National Living Wage and living in rented accommodation. For legacy benefits the rate for these circumstances would be 90%, but it varies according to earnings level and hours worked. The Secretary of State for Work and Pensions told us that under the previous system these marginal rates of deduction at specific hours thresholds—16 hours and 30 hours—were so high that they disincentivised working more hours.

181. Sir Iain Duncan Smith MP told us that he had wanted a more generous taper rate but had had to compromise with HM Treasury:

“[A taper rate of] 55% was where we said there would be massive movement up the scale; if you get it down low, you then end up paying less. It is a balance. We did not win that argument with the Treasury; it did not quite see it. It wanted 70-something. We compromised at, I think, 65 in the end. The present, or previous, Government put in extra money and lowered the taper again.”

182. The taper rate was reduced from 65% to 63% in November 2016. This means that for every £1 of net earnings in excess of the work allowance claimants lose 63p of their benefit as opposed to 65p.

183. The Joseph Rowntree Foundation told us that work incentives have been “theoretically strengthened on average” in Universal Credit. It said that Universal Credit reduces the number of families facing marginal effective rates of deductions of over 80%. However, it said that Universal Credit increases the number of families facing marginal effective rates of deductions between 60% and 80%.

Improving work incentives

184. Reductions to the taper rate or increases to the work allowance are the main policy levers to improve incentives to enter work or take on more hours. Reducing the taper rate would slow the speed at which Universal Credit is removed as people increase their earnings. Increasing the work allowances—for those groups who have a work allowance—would move up the point at which Universal Credit payments begin to be reduced in relation to earnings.

195 Written evidence from the DWP (EUC0115). There are instances where the rate can exceed 100%. For instance, when Council Tax Support is taken into account, in some areas (the rate varies depending on the local authority) the marginal rate of deduction can exceed 100%.
196 Q 119 (Dr Thérèse Coffey MP)
197 Q 39 (Iain Duncan Smith MP)
198 The reduction in the taper rate was estimated to have cost £35 million in 2017–18 as there were relatively few claimants on Universal Credit. By 2020–21 the cost for the reduction is estimated to be £700 million a year. See House of Commons Library, ‘Universal Credit: Jam tomorrow?’ (25 November 2016: https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/insights/universal-credit-jam-tomorrow/ [accessed 19 July 2020].
199 Written evidence from the Joseph Rowntree Foundation (EUC0017)
185. Sir Iain Duncan Smith MP told us that changes to either the taper rate or work allowances should be made in response to changes in the business cycle. He said that in the context of record levels of employment, lowering the taper rate would be a stronger incentive for people to take on more hours and progress towards full-time work. When there is an economic downturn which leads to a rise in unemployment, the priority should be to reduce the barriers for people to enter employment, even if it is not full-time work. Sir Iain Duncan Smith said that increasing the work allowances in times of higher unemployment would reduce a barrier to work.

186. The Resolution Foundation said that reductions to the generosity of the work allowances have reduced work incentives. The Joseph Rowntree Foundation said, “Increasing work allowances and reducing the taper rate would strengthen work incentives and help protect families on low earnings from poverty. New work allowances for second earners or single parents could be particularly effective.” The Institute for Fiscal Studies told us that a reduction in the taper rate of 1% would cost the Government around £350 million a year; an increase in the work allowance of £50 per month for those that already have one would cost around £1 billion per year; extending that increase to include all groups who do not currently have an allowance would cost approximately £300 million more per year.

187. Witnesses suggested that it may be effective to target certain groups of claimants with further investment. Policy in Practice said that restoring the work allowance for single people would have the biggest impact on incentivising work as unemployed single people are the most likely group to face long-term unemployment. The Resolution Foundation advocated introducing a second-earner work allowance. Gingerbread, a charity, said that work allowances for single parents should be increased to take account of the greater additional costs of working that single parents face, such as childcare costs.

188. The principle of always making work pay has been undermined by cuts to work allowances even after taking into account the partial reinstatement in 2019.

189. Given the depth of the recession that is anticipated following the COVID-19 pandemic, getting people into work should be the DWP’s priority. We therefore recommend revisiting both the structure and the level of the work allowances. All claimants should have a work allowance, at a higher rate than currently, to allow them to keep more of their award as they move into work, including short-term or low-hours employment. Figures from the Institute for Fiscal Studies suggest that reintroducing a work allowance for all groups,

200 Sir Iain Duncan Smith MP gave evidence to us on 10 March 2020, prior to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.
201 Q 39 (Iain Duncan Smith MP)
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and increasing it by £50 per month, would cost the DWP £1.3 billion per year.

190. The DWP should also consider a reduction in the taper rate to reduce the unfairness that is inherent in the very high marginal effective tax rates that some of the poorest in our society face.
CHAPTER 4: EMPLOYMENT, SANCTIONS AND SUPPORT

Conditionality

191. Claimants who can look or prepare for work are required to do so as a condition of receiving certain benefits. Those who do not meet these commitments can face financial sanctions. This is known as conditionality.

192. Conditionality has been an established feature of out-of-work benefits since the foundation of the welfare state. However, the scale of conditionality has been ratcheted up significantly since the introduction of Universal Credit. It operates on the principle that claimants should do everything they can in order to find work.

193. Conditionality has been intensified in two ways under Universal Credit. First, the conditions placed on claimants are more demanding. For example, claimants who are able to work full time are usually expected to complete up to 35 hours of work search activity a week. Second, it will be extended to a million more claimants compared with legacy benefits, many of these for the first time. Universal Credit’s conditionality regime is set out in Table 3.

Table 3: Universal Credit conditionality regime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditionality regime/claimant group</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All work-related requirements</td>
<td>Consists of two labour market regimes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive Work Search:</td>
<td>claimants not working and claimants in work on very low earnings who are expected to increase their earnings. Includes claimants with health conditions who have not completed a Work Capability Assessment (WCA), some self-employed claimants and lead carers whose youngest child is aged three or four.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Touch regime:</td>
<td>claimants on low earnings between two thresholds set by the DWP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intensity Work Search</strong></td>
<td><strong>Intensive Work Search:</strong> requirements might include carrying out work searches, making job applications, creating a CV and online job profiles, and obtaining references.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Light Touch</strong></td>
<td><strong>Light Touch:</strong> claimants in this regime currently face no work search related requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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### Conditionality regime/claimant group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Work preparation</strong></th>
<th>Requirements for this group may include completing a skills assessment, creating a CV and researching childcare provision and costs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work focused interview</strong></td>
<td>Requirements include identifying training opportunities and assessing prospects for remaining in or finding paid work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No work-related requirements</strong></td>
<td>No work-related requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### Sanctions

194. We were told that sanctions under Universal Credit are some of the most punitive in the world.\(^{213}\) Claimants can have their award cut altogether if they are judged not to have adhered to their Claimant Commitment, which can be for infractions such as failing to apply for a particular job or missing an appointment at a Jobcentre.\(^{214}\) Sanctioned claimants will usually lose 100% of their standard allowance, or half if claiming as a couple. If a claimant receives a ‘lowest level’ sanction, or is vulnerable, a reduced rate of 40% of the standard allowance applies. Multiple sanctions can be applied consecutively rather than concurrently\(^{215}\) and sanctions may be applied until the end of a pre-determined period even if a claimant has changed his or her behaviour in the interim.

---
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195. The chart below shows that the proportion of people on Universal Credit who were subject to conditionality and who were also sanctioned had fallen to 2.38% by November 2019.

Figure 3: Percentage of Universal Credit claimants (live and full service) subject to conditionality with a sanction deduction, August 2015 to November 2019


196. The DWP has taken other steps to soften the sanctions regime. In November 2019 it reduced the maximum length for a higher-level sanction from three years to six months. It has also tested giving a written warning instead of a sanction when a claimant first fails to attend an appointment without good reason. The DWP is evaluating the results.216 The sanctions regime is set out in Table 4.

216 Written evidence from Neil Couling (EUC0132). In May 2018, the DWP published the results of a ‘Sanctions Early Warning Trial’. The trial tested the provision of more time for claimants to provide evidence of good reason’, and a Sanctions Warning Letter (SWL) requesting claimants to contact DWP to provide any evidence of good reason against the scheduled Sanction and an attached evidence form. See, DWP, Jobseeker’s Allowance: Sanctions Early Warning Trial (May 2018): https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/708126/jobseekers-allowance-sanctions-early-warning-trial-evaluation-qualitative-report.pdf [accessed 17 July 2020].
Table 4: Universal Credit sanctions regime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanction level</th>
<th>Cause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Higher</strong></td>
<td>Failing to apply for a particular job when told to do so if claimant has to meet the ‘work search requirement’. Refusing a job offer when a claimant has to meet the ‘work availability requirement’. Leaving work or reducing hours, whether voluntarily or due to ‘misconduct’, when claiming Universal Credit or just before a claim.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claimants will be sanctioned for 91 days (13 weeks) for the first higher-level sanction and 182 days (26 weeks) for the second and each subsequent higher-level sanction in any 364-day period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium</strong></td>
<td>Failing to take all reasonable actions to find paid work or increase earnings from work if a claimant has to meet the ‘work search requirement’. Failing to be available to start work or attend interviews if a claimant has to meet the ‘work availability requirement’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claimants will be sanctioned for 28 days for the first medium level sanction in any 364-day period, or 91 days for the second.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low</strong></td>
<td>Failing to attend or take part in a work-focused interview and a lowest sanction level does not apply. Failing to attend or take part in a training course. Failing to take a specific action to get paid work or to increase earnings from work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>These last until a claimant does whatever it was that they were sanctioned for failing to do, plus 7 days for the first low-level sanction in any 364-day period, 14 days for the second or 28 days for the third.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lowest</strong></td>
<td>Failing to attend or take part in a work-focused interview if a claimant has to meet only the work-focused interview requirement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>These last until a claimant takes part in a work-focused interview when they have failed to attend previously.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Suspension of conditionality and sanctions

197. On 25 March 2020, the Secretary of State said that the DWP would no longer check conditionality requirements on looking for and being available for work and no sanctions would be applied until 30 June 2020. The suspension was to allow staff to prioritise the processing of the high number of new claims

217 There are special rules for how long a sanction will last if it is for leaving work before claiming Universal Credit.
resulting from the economic impact of lockdown measures. Neil Couling told us that the DWP continued to help claimants to look for work over the telephone, rather than via visits to jobcentres.

On 29 June 2020, the Secretary of State said that jobcentres would reopen in July and conditionality and sanctions would resume. She said, “It is an essential part of the contract to help people start to reconsider what vacancies there are, but I know that I can trust the work coaches and jobcentre managers, who are empowered to act proactively with people.”

Conditionality and the labour market

Conditionality is based substantially on the supply side of the economy and does not pay sufficient regard to the demand side. Before the COVID-19 pandemic record levels of employment meant that there were few people not working who were able to work. We were told that in those conditions it did not make sense to enforce conditionality using the strict sanctions under Universal Credit. We heard that the main labour market problem was underemployment. The Office for National Statistics (ONS) released data in May 2020, which set out an underemployment rate of 7.9%.

Unemployment is likely to increase a great deal further as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. HM Treasury’s job retention scheme is currently intended to end in the coming months. The Bank of England has predicted that unemployment will reach 9% this year. Others predict that the labour market may be changed forever as a result of the pandemic. In May 2020 the Institute for Fiscal Studies said, “many jobs will not be available again immediately, or perhaps ever” and that there may be permanently reduced demand for certain occupations. Tony Wilson, Institute Director at the Institute for Employment Studies, suggested that in the coming years there would be “much weaker demand for labour, higher worklessness and potentially lower wages.”

Professor Mike Brewer, Deputy Chief Executive and Chief Economist at the Resolution Foundation, said that conditionality would have to be reintroduced to tackle unemployment, but not until the number of vacancies begins to increase. He said, “There is not a lot of point in pressuring people to look for work if there are no jobs available or the jobs available are not
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compatible with someone’s family or health situation.”226 He went on to say, “the policies on Universal Credit and its approach to the labour market, with the idea that people would leave unemployment quickly, were designed for better times. That general system will need looking at and changing.”227

202. **Conditionality must be adapted so that it is able to accommodate dynamically changing labour market conditions, including at the local level.** The DWP should, with HM Treasury, the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy and other relevant departments, review how conditionality should be reconstructed to support millions of people back into work in an environment in which there are far fewer vacancies and in which large sectors of the economy such as non-food retail, hospitality and tourism—which are most likely to employ young people—remain depressed or do not recover fully. The DWP should ramp up and improve the provision of training that is available to claimants.

203. **We regret that the DWP has resumed the monitoring of conditionality requirements so soon and that it will begin imposing sanctions on claimants after a brief suspension when each day is bringing announcements of a significant reduction in total jobs.** The DWP faces the prospect of several million more unemployed but threatening claimants with long and severe sanctions at this stage is unfair and counterproductive.

204. **The social security system must be flexible enough to adapt to a labour market that has changed substantially.** Conditionality and sanctions as they are set currently are inappropriate while we are still so far from an economic recovery.

205. According to the Institute for Fiscal Studies, employees aged under 25 are about two and a half times as likely to work in a sector that is now shut down as other employees.228 In recent months, both the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) and the Trades Union Congress (TUC) have called on the Government to introduce new labour market policies. Both organisations highlighted how it was important to support young people.

206. The CBI called upon the Government to create a new version of the Future Jobs Fund, which was launched after the 2008 financial crisis and provided subsidised jobs, training or work placements for young people.229 It said, “Past recessions show the impact of joblessness is deeply uneven. Without immediate intervention, pre-crisis inequalities across regions, gender and race will worsen. Long term unemployment leaves generational scars.”230 The TUC called for the Government to provide funding to offer a new jobs guarantee built on best practice from the Future Jobs Fund and similar schemes across Europe. It said that this should provide a minimum six-

---
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month job with accredited training, paid at least at the level of the real living wage, or the trade union negotiated rate for the role.\footnote{231}{TUC, ‘A new plan for jobs: Why we need a jobs guarantee’: \url{https://www.tuc.org.uk/research-analysis/reports/new-plan-jobs-why-we-need-new-jobs-guarantee} [accessed 16 July 2020]}

**Claimant Commitments**

207. New claimants must agree a Claimant Commitment before they can receive their first payment.\footnote{232}{Claimants have up to five working (seven calendar days) to accept their Claimant Commitment or to ask for a second opinion from another work coach if they do not agree with its content. If the claimant disagrees with the outcome of that second opinion, the claim is ended. The requirement to sign a Claimant Commitment can be lifted in exceptional circumstances—for example, if the claimant is undergoing medical treatment as an in-patient in hospital, is terminally ill or is judged to lack the physical or mental capacity to accept their commitment. See Social Security Advisory Committee, *The effectiveness of the claimant commitment in Universal Credit* (9 September 2019): \url{https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/833426/ssac-occasional-paper-21-effectiveness-of-claimant-commitment-in-universal-credit.pdf} [accessed 17 July 2020].}

This is designed to be like an employment contract with the DWP in the role of employer. It sets out what individuals have agreed to do to prepare for work or what they need to do to increase their earnings if they are working already. It also sets out what will happen if claimants do not meet their commitments, including the imposition of financial sanctions.

208. The DWP’s 2018 ‘Full Service Survey’ found 54% of claimants said that their Claimant Commitment took account of their personal circumstances and 63% believed their Commitment was achievable.\footnote{233}{DWP, *Universal Credit Full Service Survey* (June 2018): \url{https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/714842/universal-credit-full-service-claimant-survey.pdf} [accessed 17 July 2020].}


It concluded:

“Based on the evidence we have, it is our view that unless action is taken there is a risk that the claimant commitment will not help all claimants to achieve better labour market outcomes and, in some cases, could have a detrimental impact, especially on claimants in vulnerable circumstances.”\footnote{235}{Ibid., p 4}

209. Many contributors to our inquiry said that Claimant Commitments were not tailored enough to claimants, and that for some vulnerable people they could be wholly inappropriate given their personal circumstances. Homeless Link, a membership charity for organisations working with the homeless, said that ‘easements’—suspensions of the requirement to engage in work-related activity—are not applied consistently. This means that mental health issues, drug and alcohol dependency issues, and cognitive impairments are not being accounted for in Claimant Commitments, leaving people at risk of being sanctioned.\footnote{236}{Written evidence from Homeless Link (EUC0043)}

Homeless Link said, “often the need for easements only comes to light after a claimant has been sanctioned for non-compliance.”\footnote{237}{Caridon Landlord Solutions, which provides advice on benefits to housing}
providers, told us, “the level of work commitment is dependent on the experience or empathy of the work coach rather than the abilities/restrictions of the claimant.”

210. We heard that Claimant Commitments are too focused on claimants’ responsibilities and not enough on the support to which claimants should be entitled. The Salvation Army said that Claimant Commitments need a “rethink” so that they can be used to track how work coaches are identifying need and signposting relevant support, not only monitoring compliance with work search requirements. A 2019 report by Bright Blue, a think tank, recommended that Claimant Commitments be changed to reflect the obligations of the individuals and institutions that are delivering Universal Credit:

“For work coaches, for example, this could include their commitment to respond to the entries in the online journals of UC claimants, or facilitate suitable training or work experience, within a specified time period. For the DWP, this should include the obligation to pay claimants their UC award—especially their initial award—on a specified date.”

211. We heard that the initial meeting between claimants and work coaches may not be the ideal time for such a discussion. Minesh Patel, Principal Policy Manager for Citizens Advice, told us:

“People agree to their claimant commitment at the same time as they are waiting for their Universal Credit payment. People are often not in the right mindset to be thinking, “What is best for me in looking for work?” People are focused on getting their money.”

He said that there was a case for splitting the process of agreeing a Claimant Commitment, so that conditionality can be reviewed once the initial payment has been secured.

Box 8: Claimant Commitment case study provided by the National Association of Welfare Rights Advisers

“Claimants are often given inappropriate Claimant Commitments which pay no attention to limitations upon their ability to seek work or try work-related activities. I recently dealt with a profoundly deaf claimant whose deafness (and other serious family-related issues) was not referred to at all in the CC. The claimant states that she was told to seek work or be sanctioned, took inappropriate work as a panic measure, and owing to this suffered a breakdown. Owing to the ages of her children, and her disability, she should not have been told to seek work at all. This claimant stated that she did in fact wish to work, but only when she was well enough to do so and in a working situation that did not require telephone work or a noisy environment. Had her wishes been properly recorded and appropriate support and encouragement (as opposed to threats of sanctions) been provided, she may have been back to work and better off by now, but she remains at home, too unwell to work.”

Source: Written evidence from National Association of Welfare Rights Advisers (EUC0098)
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212. **Conditionality must be rebalanced.** The preoccupation with sanctions-backed compliance needs to be reconsidered, with more emphasis on and resources for personalised employment support for those who can work.

213. **The Claimant Commitment can be a useful means of setting out the responsibilities and entitlements which are part of benefit entitlement.** However, Claimant Commitments over-emphasise obligations and penalties. **Claimant Commitments should be rebalanced, with greater emphasis on the level and type of support that claimants can expect to receive in order to help them to find work or to progress. In most cases claimants will know what support they would benefit from; therefore, they should have an equal role in setting expectations.** A more balanced combination of responsibilities and entitlements would better reflect the relationship between employer and employee that the DWP wishes to emulate and would demonstrate to claimants that they are an active participant in their claimant journey.

214. Claimants can be at their most vulnerable and desperate when making their first benefit claim. This is not an appropriate time for people to make important commitments or to decide exactly what support they will require. **Claimants should be able to agree to a Claimant Commitment in two stages in order to provide time to consider what support, coaching, training or other intervention from the DWP would be of use, and to consider whether obligations discussed in the first meeting are appropriate.**

### Efficacy of conditionality and sanctions

215. The DWP provided us with research on conditionality and sanctions. These included the results of a survey, pilots and trials on both Jobseeker’s Allowance and Universal Credit conducted between 2006 and July 2018. Broadly, the results found that more frequent interventions by jobcentre staff meant people stayed on benefits for shorter periods.\(^{242}\)

216. There is extensive academic literature on the effectiveness of conditionality and sanctions, which shows both positive and negative effects. One academic paper that the DWP provided to us found that sanctions led to reductions in post-employment earnings.\(^{243}\) Other studies have highlighted the risk of adverse impacts on mental health.\(^{244}\)

217. **The Welfare Conditionality Project was an academic study conducted between 2013 and 2018.** It examined the effectiveness of conditionality in

---


changing behaviour and circumstances in which the use of conditionality may or may not be justifiable. Its top-line findings, based on qualitative longitudinal research involving interviews with claimants, included:

- Benefit sanctions do little to enhance people’s motivation to prepare for, seek or enter paid work. They routinely trigger negative personal, financial, health and behavioural outcomes and push some people away from collectivised welfare provision.

- Respondents commonly endorsed the broad principle of welfare conditionality and there was widespread support for policies that promote responsible behaviour, paid work and other social contributions (e.g. informal care work). But whilst generally supportive of linking rights to responsibilities, people believed that in many cases welfare conditionality was being inappropriately implemented.245

218. Tony Wilson said the evidence on the effectiveness of sanctions was “pretty mixed internationally.” He said, “You can see how conditional systems might work, around getting ‘something for something’ and trying to drive behaviour. But the actual application of a sanction is not really behavioural at all at that point; it is a penalty for non-compliance.” He said the sanctions policy introduced in 2012 “put [the UK] at the furthest extreme internationally in our approach to sanctions.”246 Professor Sharon Wright, from the University of Glasgow, described the UK’s sanctions regime as “the second harshest in the world”.247 Her research had shown that people were often unemployed as a result of ill health, disabilities or caring responsibilities, rather than from a lack of motivation and that this was misunderstood by the DWP’s conditionality regime.248

219. Sharon Wright also told us, “It is very strange that the social security system can now impose greater financial penalties than the courts but without the same level of scrutiny or evidence.” Furthermore, she said that it was easy to trigger sanctions by, for example, “being late for an appointment or not providing what a work coach considers to be adequate evidence of job search.”249

220. The DWP has committed to publishing an evaluation of the effectiveness of sanctions in supporting claimants to “search for work”. In February 2019, the DWP told the House of Commons Work and Pensions Committee that the results of its evaluation would be published by spring 2019250 but in March 2020 the Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Work and Pensions said the results would now be published by “spring 2020.”251 On 2 June 2020, in evidence to us, Neil Couling said, “it will be coming as soon as we can.”252 The work remains unpublished.
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221. In 2016 a National Audit Office (NAO) report examined a range of studies on welfare and sanctions. It found, “sanctions prompt some people to move into work more quickly, by accepting less well-paid and sustainable work than they otherwise would have done.” It also found that other people respond less well to sanctions: “Sanctions encourage some claimants to become ‘inactive’—stopping their claim without finding work. Reasons for inactivity vary. Some people may experience hardship. Others may rely on unreported income or support from local authorities, charities, or friends and family.”

222. We were concerned to hear that such harsh sanctions can be applied to claimants so easily, particularly when a claimant may already be subject to high deductions to pay back advances and other debts. Any reasonable system, such as the justice system, would not impose fines which can result in extreme poverty for such minor offences. A fairer system should take far greater care to assess the effect of sanctions on those to which they apply. Before imposing a sanction, we recommend that the DWP conduct a hardship assessment before deciding on the level of sanction.

223. The UK has some of the most punitive sanctions in the world but the evidence that sanctions achieve positive behavioural change and lead to better employment and earnings outcomes is mixed. Removing people’s main source of support for extended periods risks pushing them further into extreme poverty, indebtedness and reliance on foodbanks. We welcome the reduction in the DWP’s use of sanctions since 2017 and reducing the maximum sanctions length from six months to three. The DWP should expedite its work on introducing a written warning system before applying a sanction. This would ensure sanctions are a last resort.

224. We are disappointed that the DWP did not publish its evaluation of the efficacy of sanctions before it lifted the suspension on the use of sanctions. The evaluation should be published with urgency and should set out the DWP’s understanding of how the current length and level of sanctions facilitate positive behaviour change from claimants and how sanctions lead to sustainable work outcomes.

Sanctions and mental health

225. Witnesses provided us with a substantial body of evidence on how living under the threat of sanctions can negatively affect people’s mental health. Tony Wilson told us that the decline in the use of sanctions suggested that the DWP was learning from recent studies, particularly those “looking at their negative effects on health and well-being and on mental health in particular.” Professor Sharon Wright said that her research had shown:

“Sanctions had serious impacts on mental and physical health, worsened existing conditions, and caused new health problems. These impacts were out of all proportion to the often very minor indiscretions that triggered them (e.g. missing an appointment). Many felt angry, hurt,
and resentful about what they considered to be inhumane and unjust treatment.”

226. Research by Dr Mandy Cheetham, Teesside University, and Dr Suzanne Moffat, Newcastle University, found:

“The threat of punitive sanctions for failing to meet the enhanced conditionality requirements under Universal Credit added to claimants’ vulnerabilities and distress. Our evidence suggests Universal Credit is undermining vulnerable claimants’ mental health, decreasing the likelihood of finding and keeping a job and increasing the risk of poverty, hardship, destitution and suicidality. The experiences of staff supporting Universal Credit claimants who participated in the study concurs with those of the claimants themselves, adding to the reliability of the findings.”

227. Dr Katy Jones, Senior Research Associate at Manchester Metropolitan University, told us, “a sanction, whether or not people experienced it, led to profound levels of stress and anxiety.” When people were sanctioned, “it worsened their situation. It put them into debt and led to alcohol abuse and adverse mental health.” She said that these adverse effects had been observed throughout the wider evidence base, both in the UK and internationally.

228. Despite this growing body of evidence, the DWP has not undertaken work to assess the effect of conditionality and sanctions on claimants’ mental health. When it introduced the stricter regimes it said, “At this stage it is not possible to quantify the impact of the behavioural impact of the claimant commitment, changes to the sanctions regime, or changes to hardship payments.” It committed to reviewing the policy after 2013 on “an ongoing basis.” In February 2019 the DWP told the Commons Work and Pensions Committee that it had made sanctions data available to external researchers:

“The Department… has made sanctions data available to external researchers via the Administrative Data Research Network to look at health outcomes. Following the evaluation into the effectiveness of reform to welfare conditionality and sanctions, the Department will decide on options for undertaking further analysis on well-being.”

229. However, in January 2020 Mims Davies MP, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State at the DWP, said that, “No assessment has been made to see whether there is any potential link between the sanctions regime and conditionality on the mental health and wellbeing of individuals.”


256 Written evidence from Mandy Cheetham and Suzanne Moffat (EUC0028). The research was based on interviews with 33 Universal Credit claimants (aged 21–63) and focus groups with 37 staff supporting them, undertaken in Gateshead and Newcastle in North East England from April to October 2018.
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230. There is a great deal of evidence to show that sanctions and the threat of sanctions affect people’s mental health. The DWP’s refusal to examine the extent of these effects endangers claimants. The DWP must meet the commitment it made in 2013 to evaluate the impact of conditionality and sanctions on claimants’ mental health and wellbeing.

In-work progression

231. ‘In-work progression’, or in-work conditionality, currently applies to a limited number of claimants earning below a certain threshold. Such people may be expected to increase their hours in their current job or to find new or additional employment. Alternatively, they may be asked to “prepare” for work—for example to attend interviews at the Jobcentre or to go on training. It aims to encourage low-paid working people to earn more and become independent of means-tested benefits, which will save public money.

232. Conditionality will be extended to more people in work as part of an enhanced in-work conditionality regime. There are few similar policies internationally and the ones that exist are difficult to compare directly. The DWP is still testing how to make the policy work and so there are few conditionality requirements currently for in-work claimants.

233. Paul Gray, a former Chair of the Social Security Advisory Committee, said that the reason why so many people on Universal Credit will also be working is simply a result of low wages; despite successive increases in the minimum wage, “levels of entitlement, particularly for families, are deemed to require significant top-ups from the system.”

234. Nick Philips, project co-ordinator of London Unemployed Strategies and Chair of the Commission on Social Security, described in-work conditionality as “more draconian” than previous conditionality requirements. He said:


263 HC Deb, 3 February 2020, PQ9775. In-work conditionality was intended to apply to claimants earning below the Conditionality Earnings Threshold, which is defined as the minimum wage x 35 hours a week (for couples, there is a combined threshold). This threshold can be less if ‘reduced availability for work’ has been agreed with a work coach due to personal circumstances. A Universal Credit claimant earning below their Conditionality Earnings Threshold might be expected to increase their hours in their current job or to find new or additional employment. Alternatively, they may be asked to “prepare” for work—for example to attend interviews at the jobcentre or go on training.
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“The system is complicated, but potentially there are people claiming in-work benefits who still could be threatened with sanctions and forced to do intensive work searches if they are not earning what the DWP deems enough—even though they are trying—because they are in work. It is a big issue. A lot of people who are on in-work benefits do not want the added pressure of being told, “If you don’t try even harder to earn even more, we could take your money away”\textsuperscript{266}

235. The TUC said that there was “no evidence to support the idea that those subject to in-work conditionality will progress in-work”. It set out barriers that claimants face to progressing in-work. These included:

- Those in insecure work often face significant fluctuations in their hours over which they have little control.
- The current employer may not be able to offer additional hours.
- In-work claimants can have childcare and other caring responsibilities that they need to fit in with their working hours.
- Universal Credit financial incentives for progression in working more hours or higher hourly pay are not strong.
- The system of monthly assessment periods and the corresponding benefit payment can be complex; it is difficult for claimants to understand if they are better off financially.
- In-work conditionality assumes employer engagement; there is no evidence to show that this will be in place.

236. The TUC also said that in-work claimants are likely to encounter difficulties in attending interviews with a work coach.\textsuperscript{267} Dr Katy Jones told us that in-work conditionality is inappropriate as it fails to consider long-standing issues “including poor work quality and management practices, and broader issues relating to the needs of workers outside of the paid labour market.” She said that “more emphasis should be placed on improving employer practices, rather than focusing solely on claimants.”\textsuperscript{268}

237. Emma Stewart, CEO and Co-Founder of Timewise Foundation, a consultancy on flexible working, said that greater clarity is needed on how progression should be defined and what “good work” means to different people who are looking to progress in work:

“For some it means a job that is much more local, for others it may mean a job that is more secure so they do not have those peaks and troughs and that unpredictability, and for yet others it may just mean having more money on a weekly basis in a different industry or a different job. It is about having something that is very bespoke and very much tailored.”

238. She said, “We do not necessarily have the level of support in place that can respond to those issues for a wide variety of groups.”\textsuperscript{269}
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239. In September 2018 the DWP published the results of a Randomised Controlled Trial, which found that there was no difference in earnings and hours worked between participants who said that their Universal Credit had been stopped or reduced compared with other participants. It concluded, “There is no evidence of different outcomes depending on reported experience of sanctions.”270 In October 2019, the DWP followed up on this work with an analysis of outcomes for claimants over a longer period and a cost benefit analysis. It found a small positive earnings impact of more intensive work coach support and evidence that this was value-for-money. However, it acknowledged high statistical uncertainty around all estimates.271 In March 2020 the DWP announced that it was establishing an ‘In-work Progression Commission’ to support policy development on helping people to progress in work.272

240. While such work on developing the in-work conditionality policy continues, the DWP has acknowledged the sensitivities and difficulties involved in its implementation. Neil Couling said, “research shows that supporting people in employment to have conversations with employers to increase hours looks to be a better intervention than the application of extra conditionality.”273

241. The introduction of an in-work conditionality regime is radical and unprecedented. It will, for the first time, extend conditionality to a significant number of people who may face sanctioning even though they are already working. Millions of working people should not be compelled to prove their motivation to progress in work. We heard that claimants’ personal circumstances, constraints in the local labour market and employer preferences are far more significant reasons for why people struggle to earn more compared with low motivation.

242. We agree with the DWP’s aim to help people become independent of means-tested social security benefits. We welcome the DWP’s acknowledgment that additional support for claimants and working with employers is a better way to achieve it than expanding conditionality. We recommend that the DWP offer future in-work claimants enhanced coaching and training on a voluntary basis. It should end in-work conditionality requirements and the threat of sanctions from existing in-work claimants.

Personalised support and work coaches

243. We were told that sustained, individualised support is more effective at helping people into work than rigid forms of conditionality and the threat of sanctions. Tony Wilson told us, “the behavioural techniques that they might use to try to encourage job-search behaviour, for example, do not rely on

---
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sanctions at all; they rely on good-quality one-to-one work-coach support.”

Emma Stewart said:

“From our experience in delivering services, we have certainly seen that individuals who are considered to be very far from the labour market are not necessarily far from the labour market or lacking in motivation. The intervention that is bespoke, supportive and responsive to their needs drives engagement.”

244. Some employment support is already available to claimants, including basic maths, English and IT skills courses; sector-based work academies, work experience opportunities, work trials, traineeships for those aged 16–24, and specialist support for self-employed claimants. The Work and Health Programme also provides employment support. It is voluntary except for those who have claimed unemployment benefits for 24 months. Bright Blue examined these training opportunities as part of its research and found a significant proportion of interviewees were critical of the available opportunities.

Work coaches

245. Personalised support should be delivered to claimants by work coaches. However, we heard that work coaches have struggled to provide this as a result of large caseloads. In March 2019, the NAO reported that the number of cases per work coach is expected to increase from around 130 to over 280 as jobcentres take on more claimants. This was before the surge in new claimants as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Work coaches will also be responsible for more in-work claimants when the DWP fully rolls out its in-work service.

246. Some witnesses praised the dedication of work coaches, but we were told their time is overstretched. The Salvation Army said that it had heard claimants describe, “rushed appointments, with a focus entirely on signing their Claimant Commitment, and not enough time spent on individual need.” Professor Sharon Wright, University of Glasgow, told us that her research found that work coaches agreed that there was a problem of high caseloads and limited time.

247. Nick Phillips has conducted surveys of London-based claimants which showed “a high degree of dissatisfaction with job coaches. Between 70% to 80% were either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.” He attributed this largely to those “who fund the service and not the individuals.” He said work coaches...
do not have enough capacity, training or time.\textsuperscript{282} Witnesses with experience of claiming Universal Credit and interacting with work coaches told us that service levels varied substantially between individuals. It was common to receive responses from a number of different work coaches rather than receiving a dedicated service from a single person.\textsuperscript{283}

248. A 2018 NAO report found some jobcentre staff found it difficult to identify claimants who needed additional support; lacked the confidence to apply benefit processes flexibly and make appropriate adjustments; and felt overwhelmed by the volume of claimants reporting health problems.\textsuperscript{284}

249. The DWP is recruiting work coaches to manage the high number of new cases that will result from the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Secretary of State did not set out how the DWP would judge how many work coaches would be required. She told us that there are around 13,500 work coaches today, but this number may double depending on the duration of the economic downturn and its effects on the labour market.\textsuperscript{285}

250. \textbf{We welcome the DWP’s decision to increase the recruitment of new work coaches over the coming months in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Caseloads for work coaches have risen in recent years and are already too high to expect the level of sustained, personalised support that best helps claimants into work.}

251. \textbf{The Secretary of State indicated that the number of work coaches may double. We are concerned that this may not be enough to support claimants to find work in what may be a stagnant labour market with high levels of competition for many vacancies. \textit{The DWP should cap the number of cases for which each work coach can be responsible. Local jobcentres will have to decide how best to ensure that the cap reflects the composition of work coaches’ caseloads, as some claimants will require more intensive support than others.}}

\textit{Working with employers}

252. Conditionality is leading to frustrating outcomes for employers and claimants. Dr Katy Jones said employers incurred costs when Universal Credit conditionality required large numbers of unsuitable applicants to apply for jobs.\textsuperscript{286} The National Association of Welfare Rights Advisers also told us that, “large organisations do not recruit people in this way and expecting claimants to do that is putting undue pressure on them, and reducing their confidence as it will inevitably lead to rejection.”\textsuperscript{287}

253. We heard that successful welfare-to-work policies involve collaboration between the state, claimants and employers but that this model is not operating widely in the UK. Dr Katy Jones said, “[employers] have tended not to be involved in research or even policy debates, which is surprising and a mistake, given that Universal Credit is now extending to those in work.” Professor Sharon Wright said other countries provide more sophisticated

\textsuperscript{282} Q 112 (Nick Philips)
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\textsuperscript{285} Q 117 (Dr Thérèse Coffey MP)
\textsuperscript{286} Written evidence from Dr Katy Jones (EUC0045)
\textsuperscript{287} Written evidence from the National Association of Welfare Rights Advisers (EUC0098)
support than in the UK. She said, “we only really have one form of support: self-help and self-directed job search … There is a bit of training. There are some support services, but compared with other countries it really is a bargain basement.” She said that employment services in Denmark identify the needs of the employer, “and then have very generous training, which works specifically with employers to train the available workforce according to what the business needs.”

The Local Government Association told us that the UK has one of the most centralised systems for employment and skills in the world.

254. We heard that the social security system is “at odds” with the skills needed in the economy. Dr Katy Jones said:

“Since 2015, I have been interviewing claimants on Universal Credit and the earlier legacy systems, and I have asked them about the support that they have received, including training. The only things that they have been able to tell me about, if they have been able to tell me about anything at all, are the CSCS, or construction health and safety card, or the SIA badge, which is a security qualification. They might have been able to get some ESOL, whether or not they needed it, although not recently. That is completely at odds with the skills needs in our UK economy.

255. The Local Government Association said that it had analysed the skills gap and its impact on the economy. It predicted that by 2030 there could be a shortage of 2.5 million high-skilled people and a surplus of 6 million intermediate or low skilled relative to available jobs across England. We were told, “This shortfall of high-skilled people could risk future economic growth and an economic output of around £120 billion.” The Local Government Association has launched a programme to improve employment and skills services through local public–private collaborations called ‘Work Local’. The scheme “proposes a model for integrated employment and skills that meets the needs of both individual and employers.”

256. We heard that the biggest challenge for the Government in the coming months will be to introduce new labour market policies that can help workers move into new roles, as some jobs may no longer be economically viable. Mike Brewer said if there are persistently high levels of benefit claims, the DWP would need to introduce an active labour market policy “that is a little more supportive and intensive than its conditionality policies.” The Secretary of State for Work and Pensions and the Chancellor of the Exchequer told us that new labour market policies were under consideration.

257. The CBI has called for the DWP to transform jobcentres into ‘Jobs and Skills Hubs’ to support young people into new jobs and training. It said, “by harnessing the expertise of colleges, universities, unions and businesses, local resources can be directed where they are most needed.” It pointed to recent examples of successful local collaboration, such as in Swindon following the closure of Honda and across the country in after the collapse of Thomas
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293 Oral evidence taken on 19 May 2020, Q 14 (Rishi Sunak MP). See also Q 117 (Dr Thérèse Coffey MP).
Cook, when local colleges adapted courses to train for local skill needs. The CBI said that the Jobs and Skills Hubs should have two roles. First, they should provide “rapid matching of people to new job opportunities”. Second, they should source “high quality training in areas of future demand in the local labour market.”

258. In June 2018, we published our report, *Treating Students Fairly: The Economics of Post-School Education*. We found that the quality and availability of apprenticeships and alternatives to higher education were inadequate or required improvement. We said that we were concerned that the Government’s apprenticeship levy had encouraged the rebadging of training activity that should not be funded or described as an apprenticeship. We called for better funding for alternatives to higher education and said that the Government should renew its vision for apprenticeships, concentrating on the skills and choices that employers and individuals really need.

259. On 8 July 2020, the Chancellor of the Exchequer set out ‘a plan for jobs’. It included:

- A £2 billion ‘Kickstart Scheme’ to pay employers to create new jobs for any 16 to 24-year-old at risk of long-term unemployment. The Government will pay young people’s wages for six months, plus an amount to cover overheads.
- A scheme to pay businesses to hire young apprentices, with a new payment of £2,000 per apprentice. It will pay businesses £1,500 to hire apprentices aged 25 and over.
- A scheme to pay employers £1,000 to take on new trainees, with triple the number of places to support 18-19-year-olds leaving school or college to find work in high-demand sectors like engineering, construction and social care.

260. **The coming jobs crisis will not affect everyone equally; young people will disproportionately experience job losses. We know that long-term unemployment reduces people’s employment and earnings potential in perpetuity and entrenches existing inequalities.**

261. **The DWP’s successful management of large numbers of new claims by frontline staff involved a rapid reorganisation of priorities and resources. The DWP should already be reorganising to meet the unfolding jobs crisis. It must build stronger links with employers, local authorities and local education providers to harness their skills, expertise and resources to train and match claimants who can work with available jobs in a difficult and transformed labour market.**

262. **We welcome the Government’s announcement on providing more money to businesses in return for creating apprenticeships. The**
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promotion of high-quality and well-funded apprenticeships should continue to be prioritised to support the training of the current generation of school leavers and for ensuring that other people can reskill, particularly those from employment sectors that may not see same level of demand for certain roles. The Government should also take steps to reform the apprenticeship levy.

263. **We welcome the Government’s consideration of new active labour market policies. We urge it to act quickly and boldly.**

**Support: claiming and managing Universal Credit**

264. We heard that the DWP has consistently underestimated the level of support that people need to make and manage their claims. Southwark Council set out its experience of working with the DWP on an early Universal Support trial in 2013:

“It was our view that many claimants would require support to transition successfully to the new [Universal Credit] system and a significant minority would likely require intensive and ongoing support. The DWP’s view was that only a small minority of claimants would require support and that any support offered should be temporary and targeted at enabling claimants to exercise greater individual responsibility for making and managing their claim and that this would be achieved through a mixture of budgeting and digital skills advice”

265. In April 2019 the DWP announced a new support service, called ‘Help to Claim’ which is delivered by Citizens Advice and Citizens Advice Scotland. The support is limited to helping people to make their first claim. Neil Couling told us that the DWP did not include ongoing support to claimants in the contract because, “We have put responsibility for that aspect on to the work coaches, in terms of the ongoing relationship with claimants as their claim matures—and, one hopes, many of them move into work and beyond.”

266. Local authorities and housing providers set out the extent to which they have had to transform their support services in order to manage the effects of Universal Credit. The Local Government Association said that in many cases a claimant’s ability to “maintain their claim, progress in work, manage on a reduced income or meet the terms of their claimant commitment are down to ‘safety net’ support delivered and/or funded by the local council.” Newcastle City Council and Your Homes Newcastle said that they were...

---
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continuing to provide assisted digital support and personal budgeting support to supplement the Help to Claim service.\textsuperscript{301}

267. We heard that these networks of local support have enabled the Government to make ‘savings’ by transferring the costs of support from central Government to councils and other local service providers.\textsuperscript{302} Swansea Council told us that local authorities have to spend far more to help claimants to make and maintain claims, manage their money and deal with associated issues such as “intensive support, increased pressures on housing services, preventative services and social services in particular.”\textsuperscript{303} The Guinness Partnership, a social landlord, said it provides support to claimants to help them to manage their claims: “With around 500 customers moving onto [Universal Credit] per month, the resource requirement from Guinness to perform this service is substantial.”\textsuperscript{304}

268. The Government has provided funding for limited support to claimants, notably via the Help to Claim service. However, this stops after the first successful claim. The Government expects work coaches to be the main agents of support thereafter, but their time is already stretched.

269. It should not be necessary for claimants to require specialist help to navigate the system. As this is necessary under Universal Credit, claimants have a right to informed, independent and free advice. The benefit has had a dramatic impact on the provision of support services by local authorities, housing providers and community-based advice bodies, as helping claimants to navigate the system has become one of the main functions of such services. Claimants have a right to such support; but this has had a significant impact on the budgets of such organisations. The Government should devise a fund for supporting this work, work alongside local authorities to identify best practice for providing ongoing and accessible advice, and publish the results.

Support: vulnerable claimants

270. Personalised support is most important for claimants who are vulnerable.\textsuperscript{305} The number of vulnerable claimants is likely to be large. In 2017, the Independent Projects Authority, which monitors the roll out of Universal Credit, found a high level of uncertainty about the proportion of UC claimants who could be considered vulnerable, noting that estimates ranged between 25% and 50%.\textsuperscript{306}

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{301} Written evidence from Newcastle City Council and Your Homes Newcastle (EUC0063). Newcastle City Council and Your Homes Newcastle said that they had provided 695 instances of Universal Credit Assisted Digital Support and 680 instances of Personal Budgeting Support to Newcastle residents, which was not funded by the Government.

\textsuperscript{302} Written evidence from the Local Government Association (EUC0120)

\textsuperscript{303} Written evidence from Swansea Council (EUC0047)

\textsuperscript{304} Written evidence from The Guinness Partnership (EUC0105)

\textsuperscript{305} Written evidence by The Salvation Army (EUC0014)

\textsuperscript{306} Work and Pensions Committee, Universal Credit Project Assessment Reviews (Fifth Report, Session 2017–19, HC 740). On 5 December 2017, the House of Commons instructed the Department for Work and Pensions to provide the Work and Pensions Committee with Project Assessment Reviews (PARs) of its Universal Credit programme carried out by the Infrastructure and Projects Authority (IPA). The PARs remain unpublished, but the Work and Pensions Committee 2018 report quotes them selectively.
\end{footnotes}
271. Sir Iain Duncan Smith MP, and his former advisers Baroness Stroud and Stephen Brien, said they had envisaged a comprehensive system of ‘Universal Support’ to provide lasting, individualised help to claimants, which would have been delivered by work coaches collaborating with a network of local services. This would have supported claimants with a wide range of complex social problems beyond managing Universal Credit claims, including chronic debt and drug misuse. However, this vision was never rolled out and we were told this was because of the Government’s savings programme after the 2007/8 financial crisis.

272. Some witnesses told us that the original model of Universal Support had merit. Paul Gray, former Chair of the Social Security Advisory Committee, told us, “investing further in the originally intended Universal Support system still seems to me a big priority.” He said this is because it is “extremely difficult” to expect work coaches to both fulfil their usual advice role and, “to recognise and diagnose people suffering varying degrees of vulnerability, whether it is mental health or elsewhere.” Gareth Morgan told us:

   the damage done to the other advice and support services that used to be very widely available to people who needed help and support, frankly, has been shameful. It would take a very long time to rebuild the framework of the advice and support services that have been lost, but, particularly in the current circumstances, it should be done. Informed, independent and free advice and support should be recognised as an essential element of the system itself.

273. The Local Government Association told us that the local council is the main service provider to most claimants and therefore best placed to identify complex needs and refer people to the most appropriate services. It said, “… claimants are very often core users of council services such as supported housing, public health, mental health or social care. The Department has posed a particular question—‘who knows me?’ in relation to these claimants—very often the answer to that question is ‘the council’.”

274. The original proponents of Universal Credit envisaged a comprehensive system of support for the most vulnerable people and those with the most complex needs. However, we were told that this work was never undertaken as a result of the cuts to public spending that took place under the Coalition Government. The Government must do more to recognise and fund the impressive networks of local support and advice that are doing the vital work of supporting the hardest to reach claimants at great expense. This would ensure that vulnerable people are able to receive the help that they need and are able to navigate the social security system.

Support: digital skills

275. Universal Credit is designed to be a predominantly digital service. The DWP has said that investment in digital support will free up work coaches’
time for those who need the most intensive support.\footnote{NAO, Supporting disabled people into work (28 March 2019): https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Supporting-disabled-people-to-work.pdf [accessed 20 July 2020]} Neil Couling said that the predominantly digital and automated nature of Universal Credit helped significantly in processing the surge in new claims in recent months.\footnote{Q 135 (Neil Couling)}

276. Claimants are expected to manage claims online, and awards are calculated and paid automatically. All activities required to fulfil a Claimant Commitment, such as updating the online journal and searching for employment, are expected to be completed online. Work coaches communicate essential information through the online journal, including changes to jobcentre appointments and requesting that a person completes additional tasks.

277. For some claimants this approach is a significant barrier to claiming and managing Universal Credit. We heard that those most affected include people with disabilities, mental or physical health problems, learning difficulties, poor literacy skills or who do not have English as a first language.\footnote{Written evidence from Citizens Advice Scotland (EUC0052). See also, written evidence from the Women’s Budget Group (EUC0016) and Macmillan Cancer Support (EUC0044).Professor Sharon Wright, Professor of Social Policy at the University of Glasgow, told us that people that struggled most with the digital first approach included “people with language difficulties, people with literacy difficulties, or older workers.” See Q 84 (Prof Sharon Wright).} Claimants can be sanctioned if they fail to complete certain tasks which will have been set digitally.

278. In June 2018 the Government published the results of research into claimants’ experiences of Universal Credit, which set out the proportion of claimants who struggled with the predominantly digital approach:

> “Universal Credit is a digital service and 98 per cent of claimants did claim online. Over half (54 per cent) of all claimants were able to register their claim online unassisted, with a further fifth (21 per cent) completing it online but with help. Three in ten (30 per cent) of those who registered a claim online found this difficult, and the process of verifying their identity online was seen as particularly difficult. Overall, more than four in ten (43 per cent) claimants said they needed more support registering their claim for [Universal Credit]. Three in ten (31 per cent) said they need more ongoing support with using their [Universal Credit] digital account.”\footnote{DW P, Universal Credit: Full Service Survey (June 2018) p 3: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/714842/universal-credit-full-service-claimant-survey.pdf}

279. Money Advice Plus, a charity, told us that to make a claim people need “to have a mobile phone to receive a text on, an internet enabled device to make the claim on, and an email account they can access and receive a code on. For many people these are all complicated and alien things.”\footnote{Written evidence from Money Advice Plus (EUC0090)}

280. Professor Sharon Wright told us that cuts in recent years to local services such as libraries had made it more difficult to access computers and that, “People are often using their phone, but people do not necessarily have a good phone set-up. It might cost you £25 per month for mobile data. That is a huge proportion of your income, because Universal Credit rates are so low.”\footnote{Q 80 (Prof Sharon Wright)} According to 2018 research by Ofcom, households with the lowest...
incomes are significantly less likely than average to have a smartphone or access to the internet. Furthermore, the likelihood of owning an internet connected device declines as people age or if they have a disability, as the table below sets out.

Table 5: Ownership/use of internet and smartphone, by broad age and socio-economic group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% ownership by age within socio-economic group</th>
<th>Non-disabled</th>
<th>Disabled total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internet (use)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged under 65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC1</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>81%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2DE</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>67%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged 65+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC1</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>65%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2DE</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>35%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smartphone</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged under 65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC1</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>66%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2DE</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>55%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged 65+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC1</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>41%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2DE</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>23%*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * indicates that a disability group is significantly lower than non-disabled people (significance tested to 95%). Internet (use) is based on access anywhere whereas smartphone is based on household access.


281. Witnesses said that more resources and flexibility are needed for those without digital skills or access to technology. Non-digital options for making claims are available but only in exceptional circumstances, such as having no friends or relatives who can provide support. These include home visits for claimants who cannot leave the house or are in hospital, appointees to manage claims on a claimant’s behalf and support based in the jobcentre.319

282. Approximately 25,000 claims are maintained over the DWP’s helpline.320 However, we heard that this system can cause further problems for claimants and frontline staff. Professor Sharon Wright explained that a telephone claim “is not properly on the system and cannot later be accessed digitally.”321 Giles Elliott, Advice Service Manager at Manchester Mind, told us that waiting times were on average 30 minutes and that he had heard instances of people using the helpline being refused support to which they were entitled.322
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Box 9: Case study provided by The Welcome Centre

“Mark worked full-time in quite a physical job but had to be signed off work due to back pain. Mark was only entitled to statutory sick pay, so he was advised to apply for Universal Credit whilst he was signed off work. Mark had never claimed benefits before and was unsure what to do. Mark had no PC or smartphone and delayed applying for Universal Credit because he didn’t know where to get help in completing the online application. Eventually, Mark was referred to The Welcome Centre because he was really struggling to manage. As well as supporting Mark with food and toiletries, The Welcome Centre helped Mark to make his Universal Credit claim. Unfortunately, though, by the time he was referred to The Welcome Centre Mark was already in arrears with his rent, water, and council tax bills.”

Source: Written evidence from The Welcome Centre (EUC0030)

283. Most people do not struggle with a predominantly digital service, but a significant minority do. The need to provide digital support does not end at the first claim. Claimants are expected to manage their Universal Credit accounts and work journals online for the duration of their claim. It is essential that trusted organisations are funded to guide people through the process.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Below is a list of all of the Committee’s conclusions and recommendations (recommendations appear in italics).

Introduction

1. We launched this inquiry with the intention of examining how well Universal Credit’s original aims and objectives were being achieved. We started with no preconceptions on whether Universal Credit was working as it should, whether it required reform or whether it should be replaced with something new. We received overwhelming evidence that Universal Credit is not broken irredeemably and that replacing it with a new system would cause significant upheaval and disruption to claimants. However, it requires substantial reform. Based on the evidence we received, it is our view that the original aims and objectives of Universal Credit are broadly correct. However, there are substantial problems with its design and implementation that have undermined the security and wellbeing of the poorest in our society. (Paragraph 10)

2. We are sensitive to the impact of change on a large group of very diverse people. We therefore formulated the conclusions and recommendations in this report against a set of principles. We believe that these should be used to protect claimants, guide the reforms proposed in this report and shape the design of Universal Credit in future. They are derived from the evidence received in this inquiry.

Universal Credit must:

• be grounded on dignity and respect—people from all backgrounds must feel comfortable and supported when interacting with public services.

• provide claimants with adequate income—and the system must be a safety net for avoiding extreme poverty and hardship.

• provide security and stability—income must be predictable;

• reflect the lived experience of claimants—they must be at the heart of its design and involved in devising solutions to problems;

• be flexible—it must accommodate a diverse range of personal circumstances and provide strong support to the most vulnerable;

• be fair to all claimants—policy design must be sensitive to its effects on people of different genders, disabilities, ages, black and minority ethnic groups, and those with other protected characteristics;

• use public money to meet objectives that are achievable—effective policy must be based on strong evidence to ensure that it is not counterproductive; and

• be understandable—but where necessary, free and intelligible advice must be available to all (Paragraph 11)

3. We congratulate the Department for Work and Pensions on its response to the spike in claims for Universal Credit since lockdown measures were introduced. The efficient management of an unprecedented number of new
claims over such a short period would not have been possible without the
digitalisation of the Universal Credit application process. Furthermore, the
DWP was able to process the large number of applications using automation,
a rapid reorganisation of resources and by changing policies and processes. It
also took steps to safeguard claimants and staff. We commend the DWP, and
particularly frontline staff, for responding with decisiveness and dedication.
(Paragraph 15)

4. However, longstanding problems with Universal Credit remain. The
problems identified in this report will affect many more people within a more
difficult economic context if they are not addressed urgently. (Paragraph 16)

Universal Credit design

5. Simplification of the benefits system was a driving principle behind the
design of Universal Credit. It has made it administratively easier for
claimants to move in and out of work. There are also advantages to claimants
to having a single point of contact for support. However, simplification
has introduced inflexibilities which do not accommodate the reality of
claimants’ lives, particularly those on low incomes who are often paid at more
frequent intervals. For many, payments have become unpredictable, which
undermines the security and stability of their lives. Error or interruptions
cau sed by the DWP can have significant consequences for claimants who
may have nothing on which to fall back. (Paragraph 25)

6. Far from simplifying the system for claimants, Universal Credit has created
complexity. Claimants’ benefit awards should be predictable. They should
know the support they will have from month to month, so that they can
plan and budget accordingly. However, under Universal Credit the way
that income is assessed does not provide predictability. It creates arbitrary
fluctuations in income depending on the assessment date and the claimant’s
pay date. This is unfair and impractical. (Paragraph 37)

7. The benefits system should not cause claimants significant shortfalls in
income. The DWP’s whole-month approach to changes in circumstances
does not reflect the lives of many low-income households, some of whom
undergo frequent, short-term changes of circumstances. Universal Credit
needs to be flexible enough to adapt to these circumstances. The DWP
must adapt the design of the whole-month approach to changes in circumstances.
(Paragraph 41)

8. Claimants would have greater certainty and security of income if awards
were fixed at the same level for at least three months. This may encourage
claimants to increase the number of hours that they work as they would not
face an immediate fall in benefit. We believe that this can be done using the
current process of assessment but using it to reassess levels of award once
every three months only. (Paragraph 47)

9. One downside of this proposal is that if income falls significantly during the
award period, claimants may struggle financially until their payments are
increased at the next assessment. This could be managed by allowing claimants
to report falls in income or disadvantageous changes in circumstances and
have an earlier reassessment. (Paragraph 48)

10. We recommend that the DWP assess this proposal, taking account of how this would
work for out-of-work claimants as well as those in work. (Paragraph 49)
11. Many new claimants have no experience of monthly pay. The DWP’s desire to make Universal Credit ‘like work’ does not reflect the work that the majority of low-income workers experience. The monthly payment has caused unnecessary budget and cashflow problems for claimants who are used to receiving more frequent wages and those who are out of work. (Paragraph 52)

12. Paying Universal Credit awards on a monthly basis is a policy choice; it is not an integral part of the design. However, this approach is not working for many claimants who are forced to fit the rigid requirements of the system. We believe instead that the system should accommodate the circumstances of a wide range of people. At the beginning of their claim all claimants should be allowed to choose whether to have their Universal Credit awards paid monthly or twice monthly. It should be possible for claimants to review this decision on an ongoing basis with their work coach. (Paragraph 54)

13. The accuracy of Universal Credit depends on timely and accurate real time information. Some claimants have been unfairly penalised because of reporting errors and mismatches in the data. This is beyond the control of claimants and often they will be unaware of the issue. Poor-quality real time information creates income insecurity for claimants, making it harder for them to budget and manage their income. While the error rate is low it has nevertheless affected tens of thousands of people. The DWP must work swiftly with HMRC to reduce the real time information error rate. (Paragraph 61)

14. The five-week wait is the primary cause of insecurity in Universal Credit. It entrenches debt, increases poverty and harms vulnerable groups disproportionally. The DWP has introduced some measures to mitigate its worst effects but these fall short of what is needed. (Paragraph 72)

15. The DWP should introduce a non-repayable, two-week initial grant to all claimants. For claimants moving from certain legacy benefits to Universal Credit, this grant could replace the existing system of run-ons. This would provide some security to claimants and would make repayments of advances more manageable. We were told that this would cost the DWP between £1 billion and £2 billion per year. (Paragraph 73)

16. To reduce the risk of fraud, the DWP should initially administer the grant as an advance payment. The two-week payment should then be written off after two months once the DWP knows that the claim is genuine. (Paragraph 74)

17. The benefits system cannot be expected to provide solutions to domestic abuse. These acts are criminal and only the abuser is responsible for their actions. That said, the design of the single household payment can, in certain circumstances, exacerbate the risk that financial coercion may take place and make it more difficult for people who have suffered from any form of abuse to escape. (Paragraph 86)

18. The current practice of paying Universal Credit into one account does not reflect reality for many families today, who are used to both partners having their own income. This is important both for reducing the risks of financial coercion and domestic abuse more widely and for encouraging more balanced and equal relationships. The Department should review the option of separate payments by default, drawing on the current review in Scotland. (Paragraph 87)
19. The social security system should not support unproductive and unprofitable businesses in the long-term. However, treating disparate forms of self-employment similarly creates inequalities in the support that they receive. Self-employed claimants who have fluctuating earnings, seasonal patterns, and varying costs and expenses suffer disproportionately from the minimum income floor. The DWP must address this problem to ensure adequate and fair support for those in disparate forms of self-employment. When the temporary suspension of the minimum income floor is lifted these problems will be magnified by the arrival of many more self-employed claimants as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. The DWP must address this problem to ensure adequate and fair support for those in disparate forms of self-employment. (Paragraph 94)

20. Given that the minimum income floor is currently suspended in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the DWP should measure the impact of its suspension on self-employed claimants and publish the results. (Paragraph 95)

21. The design of the housing element has led to increased rent arrears and left many claimants feeling vulnerable and at risk of eviction from their home. All claimants should be given the choice, at the beginning of their claim and not when significant arrears have accrued, of having an Alternative Payment Arrangement. If implemented alongside our recommendation to introduce a two-week non-repayable grant at the beginning of a claim, this would help prevent unmanageable rent arrears and provide greater security of housing for all claimants. (Paragraph 101)

22. While the childcare element of Universal Credit is designed to be more generous than the previous system its inclusion in a single benefit was a mistake. Including childcare support in Universal Credit speaks to our central concern with the drive for simplification: it has benefited administrators at the expense of making claimants' lives more complicated. (Paragraph 106)

23. Including childcare support in Universal Credit has also created further complexity for claimants. Paying costs in arrears has been a barrier to in-work progression. In some cases, it has been a disincentive to work. (Paragraph 107)

24. We recommend that the Department remove childcare support from Universal Credit entirely. This would require exploring options for a separate benefit and for a range of measures to support the supply side—more free hours of care, subsidies for providers, and reduced fees for parents with low incomes. This new benefit could still be delivered via a digital platform. (Paragraph 108)

Managing on Universal Credit

25. The Government undertook the most significant social security reform for a generation at the same time as making substantial cuts to public spending, including wide ranging cuts to the social security system, in order to reduce the deficit. Cuts to Universal Credit have been partially restored but they, along with problems of design and implementation, have had lasting consequences by increasing poverty and hardship among many claimants. Universal Credit's promise of increased generosity now rests on higher take-up by claimants. The reputation of Universal Credit is poor and higher take-up is not guaranteed. The DWP should start publishing take-up estimates in order
to assess how successful Universal Credit has been in achieving the increased take-up that is assumed to flow from simplification. (Paragraph 116)

26. The significant cuts to the social security system over the last decade mean that a catch-up increase in funding is needed urgently to ensure that Universal Credit is fit for purpose. Even when the recent increases in Universal Credit are taken into account, it is a less generous benefit than intended by its original proponents. Without the Government putting more money into the system, Universal Credit will continue to be beset by the problems that we have set out in this report. The recommendations below set out a pathway for making Universal Credit an adequate and fairer system which would provide greater security for claimants. (Paragraph 117)

27. The recent increase in the standard allowance is welcome considering the evidence we have received about the adequacy of Universal Credit, which said that it was often not enough income to live on. Universal Credit must provide claimants with an adequate income and act as a safety net for avoiding extreme poverty and hardship. We believe that the increase shows the original rate was not adequate. The Department has, to date, said that this is only a temporary measure. The Government should commit to making the increase in the standard allowance permanent. The Government should commit to making the increase in the standard allowance permanent. To avoid undue hardship and poverty it should also examine the relative levels of benefits for couples and those with children and investigate whether there are other claimant groups who do not receive adequate income. (Paragraph 129)

28. The DWP should introduce an equivalent to the Severe Disability Premium. This should be a self-care element for any disabled person who does not have someone assisting them and claiming the carer element of Universal Credit. We were told that this would cost the DWP around £1 billion per year. (Paragraph 140)

29. Universal Credit was designed as a working-age benefit; it was not designed with pensioners in mind. While we understand the trade-off which the DWP has had to consider in relation to mixed-age couples, we feel that on balance it has opted for the wrong approach. (Paragraph 146)

30. Including mixed-age couples in Universal Credit has meant that they may lose out financially. The partner who is eligible for a state-age pension is treated unfairly compared with single pensioners and couples of state-pension age. The DWP should revert to the previous system in which mixed-age couples were treated as state-pension age couples for means-tested benefits. (Paragraph 147)

31. As more people migrate to Universal Credit, its role in recovering historical debt will become more prominent. The DWP should ensure that deductions taken from Universal Credit awards are first subjected to an affordability assessment. They should only made in accordance with what a claimant can afford to repay. (Paragraph 158)

32. Many people are unaware that they have tax credit debts and often the overpayments they have received were not their fault. Using Universal Credit to recover historic debts has left many households with an income well below that to which they are entitled. (Paragraph 159)

33. The Government should write off historical tax credit debt owed by Universal Credit claimants. We believe that the £6 billion of tax credit debt should be treated as a
sunk cost—it is highly unlikely to be repaid in full, and the Government should not jeopardise the financial security of claimants in pursuit of it. (Paragraph 160)

34. We recognise that the benefit cap was intended to increase the financial incentive to move into paid work. This is more likely to be effective if there is a buoyant labour market than if there is high unemployment and few job vacancies. In light of the unfolding economic crisis we recommend that the Government review the level of the benefit cap and its effect on hardship and poverty. (Paragraph 167)

35. The two-child limit is unfair. It penalises large families and can put the health and wellbeing of children in jeopardy. We heard that ending the limit could protect up to 300,000 children from poverty. We urge the Government to remove the two-child limit and consider introducing tapered awards for families with more than two children. (Paragraph 173)

36. The principle of always making work pay has been undermined by cuts to work allowances even after taking into account the partial reinstatement in 2019. (Paragraph 188)

37. Given the depth of the recession that is anticipated following the COVID-19 pandemic, getting people into work should be the DWP’s priority. We therefore recommend revisiting both the structure and the level of the work allowances. All claimants should have a work allowance, at a higher rate than currently, to allow them to keep more of their award as they move into work, including short-term or low-hours employment. Figures from the Institute for Fiscal Studies suggest that reintroducing a work allowance for all groups, and increasing it by £50 per month, would cost the DWP £1.3 billion per year. (Paragraph 189)

38. The DWP should also consider a reduction in the taper rate to reduce the unfairness that is inherent in the very high marginal effective tax rates that some of the poorest in our society face. (Paragraph 190)

Employment, sanctions and support

39. Conditionality must be adapted so that it is able to accommodate dynamically changing labour market conditions, including at the local level. The DWP should, with HM Treasury, the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy and other relevant departments, review how conditionality should be reconstructed to support millions of people back into work in an environment in which there are far fewer vacancies and in which large sectors of the economy such as non-food retail, hospitality and tourism—which are most likely to employ young people—remain depressed or do not recover fully. The DWP should ramp up and improve the provision of training that is available to claimants. (Paragraph 202)

40. We regret that the DWP has resumed the monitoring of conditionality requirements so soon and that it will begin imposing sanctions on claimants after a brief suspension when each day is bringing announcements of a significant reduction in total jobs. The DWP faces the prospect of several million more unemployed but threatening claimants with long and severe sanctions at this stage is unfair and counterproductive. (Paragraph 203)

41. The social security system must be flexible enough to adapt to a labour market that has changed substantially. Conditionality and sanctions as they are set currently are inappropriate while we are still so far from an economic recovery. (Paragraph 204)
42. Conditionality must be rebalanced. The preoccupation with sanctions-backed compliance needs to be reconsidered, with more emphasis on and resources for personalised employment support for those who can work. (Paragraph 212)

43. The Claimant Commitment can be a useful means of setting out the responsibilities and entitlements which are part of benefit entitlement. However, Claimant Commitments over-emphasise obligations and penalties. Claimant Commitments should be rebalanced, with greater emphasis on the level and type of support that claimants can expect to receive in order to help them to find work or to progress. In most cases claimants will know what support they would benefit from; therefore, they should have an equal role in setting expectations. A more balanced combination of responsibilities and entitlements would better reflect the relationship between employer and employee that the DWP wishes to emulate and would demonstrate to claimants that they are an active participant in their claimant journey. (Paragraph 213)

44. Claimants can be at their most vulnerable and desperate when making their first benefit claim. This is not an appropriate time for people to make important commitments or to decide exactly what support they will require. Claimants should be able to agree to a Claimant Commitment in two stages in order to provide time to consider what support, coaching, training or other intervention from the DWP would be of use, and to consider whether obligations discussed in the first meeting are appropriate. (Paragraph 214)

45. We were concerned to hear that such harsh sanctions can be applied to claimants so easily, particularly when a claimant may already be subject to high deductions to pay back advances and other debts. Any reasonable system, such as the justice system, would not impose fines which can result in extreme poverty for such minor offences. A fairer system should take far greater care to assess the effect of sanctions on those to which they apply. Before imposing a sanction, we recommend that the DWP conduct a hardship assessment before deciding on the level of sanction. (Paragraph 222)

46. The UK has some of the most punitive sanctions in the world but the evidence that sanctions achieve positive behavioural change and lead to better employment and earnings outcomes is mixed. Removing people's main source of support for extended periods risks pushing them further into extreme poverty, indebtedness and reliance on foodbanks. We welcome the reduction in the DWP’s use of sanctions since 2017 and reducing the maximum sanctions length from six months to three. The DWP should expedite its work on introducing a written warning system before applying a sanction. This would ensure sanctions are a last resort. (Paragraph 223)

47. We are disappointed that the DWP did not publish its evaluation of the efficacy of sanctions before it lifted the suspension on the use of sanctions. The evaluation should be published with urgency and should set out the DWP's understanding of how the current length and level of sanctions facilitate positive behaviour change from claimants and how sanctions lead to sustainable work outcomes. (Paragraph 224)

48. There is a great deal of evidence to show that sanctions and the threat of sanctions affect people's mental health. The DWP’s refusal to examine the extent of these effects endangers claimants. The DWP must meet the commitment it made in 2013 to evaluate the impact of conditionality and sanctions on claimants’ mental health and wellbeing. (Paragraph 230)
49. The introduction of an in-work conditionality regime is radical and unprecedented. It will, for the first time, extend conditionality to a significant number of people who may face sanctioning even though they are already working. Millions of working people should not be compelled to prove their motivation to progress in work. We heard that claimants’ personal circumstances, constraints in the local labour market and employer preferences are far more significant reasons for why people struggle to earn more compared with low motivation. (Paragraph 241)

50. We agree with the DWP’s aim to help people become independent of means-tested social security benefits. We welcome the DWP’s acknowledgment that additional support for claimants and working with employers is a better way to achieve it than expanding conditionality. We recommend that the DWP offer future in-work claimants enhanced coaching and training on a voluntary basis. It should end in-work conditionality requirements and the threat of sanctions from existing in-work claimants. (Paragraph 242)

51. We welcome the DWP’s decision to increase the recruitment of new work coaches over the coming months in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Caseloads for work coaches have risen in recent years and are already too high to expect the level of sustained, personalised support that best helps claimants into work. (Paragraph 250)

52. The Secretary of State indicated that the number of work coaches may double. We are concerned that this may not be enough to support claimants to find work in what may be a stagnant labour market with high levels of competition for many vacancies. The DWP should cap the number of cases for which each work coach can be responsible. Local jobcentres will have to decide how best to ensure that the cap reflects the composition of work coaches’ caseloads, as some claimants will require more intensive support than others. (Paragraph 251)

53. The coming jobs crisis will not affect everyone equally; young people will disproportionately experience job losses. We know that long-term unemployment reduces people’s employment and earnings potential in perpetuity and entrenches existing inequalities. (Paragraph 260)

54. The DWP’s successful management of large numbers of new claims by frontline staff involved a rapid reorganisation of priorities and resources. The DWP should already be reorganising to meet the unfolding jobs crisis. It must build stronger links with employers, local authorities and local education providers to harness their skills, expertise and resources to train and match claimants who can work with available jobs in a difficult and transformed labour market. (Paragraph 261)

55. We welcome the Government’s announcement on providing more money to businesses in return for creating apprenticeships. The promotion of high-quality and well-funded apprenticeships should continue to be prioritised to support the training of the current generation of school leavers and for ensuring that other people can reskill, particularly those from employment sectors that may not see same level of demand for certain roles. The Government should also take steps to reform the apprenticeship levy. (Paragraph 262)

56. We welcome the Government’s consideration of new active labour market policies. We urge it to act quickly and boldly. (Paragraph 263)
57. The Government has provided funding for limited support to claimants, notably via the Help to Claim service. However, this stops after the first successful claim. The Government expects work coaches to be the main agents of support thereafter, but their time is already stretched. (Paragraph 268)

58. It should not be necessary for claimants to require specialist help to navigate the system. As this is necessary under Universal Credit, claimants have a right to informed, independent and free advice. The benefit has had a dramatic impact on the provision of support services by local authorities, housing providers and community-based advice bodies, as helping claimants to navigate the system has become one of the main functions of such services. Claimants have a right to such support; but this has had a significant impact on the budgets of such organisations. The Government should devise a fund for supporting this work, work alongside local authorities to identify best practice for providing ongoing and accessible advice, and publish the results. (Paragraph 269)

59. The original proponents of Universal Credit envisaged a comprehensive system of support for the most vulnerable people and those with the most complex needs. However, we were told that this work was never undertaken as a result of the cuts to public spending that took place under the Coalition Government. The Government must do more to recognise and fund the impressive networks of local support and advice that are doing the vital work of supporting the hardest to reach claimants at great expense. This would ensure that vulnerable people are able to receive the help that they need and are able to navigate the social security system. (Paragraph 274)

60. Most people do not struggle with a predominantly digital service, but a significant minority do. The need to provide digital support does not end at the first claim. Claimants are expected to manage their Universal Credit accounts and work journals online for the duration of their claim. It is essential that trusted organisations are funded to guide people through the process. (Paragraph 283)
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Edited version of glossary written by Marsha Wood for Uncharted Territory: Universal Credit, Couples and Money.323

**Administrative Earnings Threshold (AET):** Claimants with very low earnings below a certain level, known as the administrative earnings threshold (AET), are expected to carry out intensive work related activity as part of their claimant commitment if relevant to their conditionality requirements. Only employed earnings can contribute to meeting the AET (this means that self-employed earnings will not count towards it).

**Advance Payment:** Claimants who are struggling to cope financially while they wait for their first Universal Credit payment can apply for an advance payment. The maximum awarded as an advance is the amount of their first estimated Universal Credit monthly payment. Advances are repayable and claimants start to pay back them back from their first Universal Credit payment. Currently advances must be repaid in full within 12 months (due to be extended to 24 months from October 2021).

**Alternative Payment Arrangement (APA):** Alternative Payment Arrangements (APAs) are for claimants on Universal Credit who are deemed to be struggling to manage a single monthly payment, with a risk of financial harm to the claimant and/or their family. The following APAs are available: paying housing costs of Universal Credit as a Managed Payment (MP) direct to the landlord, sometimes called ‘direct payments’; more frequent payments (typically, twice monthly but also potentially four times per month); and split payment of an award between the partners on a joint claim.

**Applications/declarations:** When an individual/household provides information on their personal circumstances to begin a Universal Credit claim. Not all will go on to receive a payment.

**Benefit Cap:** The benefit cap is a limit on the total amount of income from certain benefits a household can receive. It is set at a different level depending on whether claimants live inside or outside London. Some claimants who are in paid work may be exempt from the benefit cap if their earnings are high enough.

**Bedroom Tax:** Also known as ‘under-occupancy charge’ or ‘abolition of the spare room subsidy’, this is a reduction in housing benefit or the housing element of Universal Credit for people who live in council or social rented sector housing and are classed as having one or more spare bedrooms.

**Benefit Run-On:** A non-recoverable two-week Housing Benefit run-on was introduced in April 2018, and a two-week run-on for claimants moving on to Universal Credit from Income Support, income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance and income-related Employment and Support Allowance is to be introduced in July 2020.

**Budgeting Advance:** Claimants might be able to get a budgeting advance to help with items such as emergency household needs, work related costs or funeral costs. To be eligible for a budgeting advance, claimants must have been getting

---

Universal Credit for six months or more unless they need the money to start or stay in work. They must have also been earning under certain amounts and must have paid off any previous budgeting advances.

**Carer’s Allowance**: Carer’s Allowance is a non-means-tested, non-contributory benefit for eligible working age carers not in receipt of other benefits. Recipients can combine caring with a small amount of paid work before eligibility is lost. Carer’s Allowance is deducted pound for pound from the Universal Credit award.

**Carer Element of Universal Credit**: People caring for a severely disabled adult or child for 35 hours per week or more, who are eligible for Universal Credit, may qualify for the carer element. Those in receipt of the carer element can combine caring with paid work, but any earnings are included in the taper (above the work allowance, if relevant). Eligible claimants can choose whether to receive Carer’s Allowance or the carer element of Universal Credit, but they cannot receive both at the same time.

**Change of Circumstances Reporting Requirements**: Some changes in circumstances must be reported each month, and failure to report might lead to Universal Credit being stopped or reduced. Changes include: finding or finishing a job, having a child, moving in with a partner, starting to care for a child or disabled person, moving to a new address, changes to bank details, rent going up or down, changes to health condition, becoming too ill to work or meet a work coach, changes to earnings (only for self-employed or those not paid through the PAYE system).

**Child Amount/Element in Universal Credit**: A ‘child amount’ may be included in a Universal Credit award for each dependent child or ‘qualifying young person’ for whom claimants are responsible. However, there is a two-child limit. A child amount is only paid for a third or subsequent child if they were born before 6th April 2017 unless there are exceptional circumstances. There are additional amounts for disabled children.

**Childcare Element of Universal Credit**: Claimants with dependent children receiving Universal Credit can reclaim up to 85 per cent of their childcare costs, up to certain maximum amounts per month if they are in paid employment or, in the case of couples, if both partners are in paid employment. To make the claim for childcare costs under Universal Credit, claimants have to pay their childcare costs upfront and then re-claim each month in arrears for the hours they have used in each assessment period.

**Child Tax Credit (CTC)**: Child Tax Credit is a means-tested tax-free payment administered by HMRC. CTC is for low income people, whether working or not, who are responsible for children. CTC is being replaced by Universal Credit. CTC claimants can choose whether to have it paid weekly or four-weekly.

**Claimant Commitment**: The claimant commitment sets out what the claimant has agreed to do to prepare for and/or look for work, or to increase their earnings if they are already working. It is based on their personal (and joint, if claiming as a couple) circumstances and reviewed and updated on an ongoing basis. If claiming Universal Credit as a couple, both partners have their own commitment which they need to accept for the joint claim to be ‘eligible’. Universal Credit payments to the couple may be subject to sanctions if claimants do not meet their individual responsibilities.
**Conditionality Earnings Threshold (CET):** Claimants earning above a certain level will not be asked to carry out work-related activity as part of their claimant commitment. This is known as the conditionality earnings threshold (CET). The CET is calculated on an individual basis by multiplying the National Minimum Wage by the number of a claimant’s expected hours. The joint CET for a couple is a combination of the individual expected CET of each of the adults in the household (joint claimants, or including an ineligible partner of a claimant). In a couple, if one of the adults has earnings above the joint CET, both claimants are placed in the ‘working enough’ regime, regardless of whether they are both working or not.

**Council Tax Support (CTS)/Council Tax Reduction (CTR):** Council Tax Support, also known as Council Tax Reduction, is a scheme for reducing the council tax payable for people on low incomes and/or in certain categories. Eligibility criteria and entitlement rules vary from one local authority area to another.

**Deductions:** Deductions are monthly amounts mandatorily taken on an automated basis from a claimant’s Universal Credit award to repay outstanding loans and debts owed to the government and/or third parties—including local authorities, landlords and utility providers—for a range of debts including advances, benefit overpayments, emergency loans, rent arrears, council tax arrears, utility arrears and court fines. They reduce at source a claimant’s Universal Credit payment and can be taken without the claimant’s consent. In couples claiming Universal Credit jointly, the loans and debts of both the partners are aggregated to apply these deductions. Last resort deductions are taken in order to help prevent claimants being evicted or disconnected from their fuel supply.

**Department for Work and Pensions (DWP):** National government department responsible for the administration of social security benefits. The devolved governments have responsibility for administering some benefits and for some elements of UK-wide benefits.

**Disability Living Allowance (DLA):** Disability living allowance (DLA) provides non means—tested help towards the extra costs of bringing up a disabled child. It is paid in addition to other social security benefits and can give access to other types of help. DLA has two parts: a mobility component—for children with walking difficulties, paid at either a lower rate or a higher rate; and a care component—for children needing extra personal care, supervision or watching over because of a disability—which is paid at three different rates. Children can be eligible for either the care component or the mobility component on their own, or both components at the same time. DLA is normally for children under the age of 16.

**Employment and Support Allowance (ESA):** ESA is for people under State Pension Age who have a disability or health condition that affects how much they can work. You can be in or out of work and claim ESA but there are conditions about working whilst on ESA. Most new claims are for ‘new style’ (contributory) ESA for people who have worked and paid enough National Insurance contributions in the last two to three years. The other type of ESA is income-related ESA, which is means tested and for people who do not have enough National Insurance contributions to claim new style ESA. Income-related ESA is being replaced by Universal Credit.
Flexible Support Fund (FSF): This is a discretionary fund introduced in 2011 to give Jobcentre Plus advisers more flexibility to support Universal Credit claimants back to work. The FSF can be used to pay for upfront childcare costs until a claimant receives their first wage. FSF payments are not loans and do not need to be repaid.

Help to Claim: The ‘Help to Claim’ service started in April 2019 and is delivered independently of the DWP by Citizens Advice and Citizens Advice Scotland to provide free, confidential assistance to applicants making a claim for Universal Credit. The service can be accessed any time until the first full correct payment of Universal Credit is in place.

Housing Benefit (HB): Housing benefit is being replaced by Universal Credit for those of working age (see ‘Housing costs element of Universal Credit’, below). Housing benefit helps people to pay their rent. To be eligible for housing benefit, claimants need to be on a low income—for example, being on income-related ESA, income-based JSA, income support or the guarantee credit element of pension credit—but those with low earnings may also qualify. Housing benefit does not always cover all claimants’ rent—for example, if the level of income is too high for all the rent to be met, or if the benefit cap has been applied. For private renters, rent is only met up to the level of the Local Housing Allowance.

Housing Costs Element of Universal Credit: A housing costs amount may be included in a claimant’s Universal Credit award if they pay rent to a landlord. The amount people get is normally based on the number of rooms people are deemed to need depending on the size of the household. Owner-occupiers can now only get support for mortgage interest as a loan, and only if they have been out of work and receiving Universal Credit continuously for nine months.

Income Support (IS): A means-tested benefit that supports claimants to cover their costs if they are on a low income. For people to be eligible, they need to have no income or be on a low income, and have no more than £16,000 in savings. They are not entitled to IS if they work for 16 hours or more a week or if their partner works for 24 hours or more a week (although there are some exceptions). They, or their partner, must not be claiming income-based JSA or income-related ESA. Claimants can only still apply for Income Support if they either receive the severe disability premium or are entitled to it, or received or were entitled to it in the last month and are still eligible for it.

Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA): Jobseeker’s allowance is for people who are unemployed or working less than 16 hours per week and who are seeking work. There are two types of JSA. Income based JSA is a means-tested benefit and is being replaced by Universal Credit. ‘New style’ JSA is a contribution-based benefit and means that people can claim it if they have paid and/or been credited with enough National Insurance (NI) contributions in the two full tax years before the year they’re claiming in. New Style JSA can be claimed on its own or at the same time as Universal Credit.

Joint Claim: Couples who live together in the same household (same sex or opposite sex) cannot claim Universal Credit as individuals, but must claim jointly. This is called a joint claim. When one person, rather than a couple, is claiming Universal Credit or other benefits this may be described as a Single Claim.
Joint Claimant: Someone who is part of a joint Universal Creditor legacy benefit or tax credits claim. When someone is claiming Universal Credit or other benefits on their own, they may be described as a Single Claimant or a Sole Claimant.

Lead Carer: Couples on Universal Credit with dependent children are required to nominate a ‘lead carer’ with main responsibility for looking after the children. This person is also sometimes known as a ‘main carer’.

Legacy System (of Benefits and Tax Credits): This relates to the means-tested benefits and tax credits being replaced by Universal Credit. There are six legacy benefits and tax credits: Income-based Jobseekers Allowance, Income-related Employment and Support Allowance, Income Support, Housing Benefit, Child Tax Credit, Working Tax Credit.

Limited Capability for Work in Universal Credit: Universal Credit claimants may be asked to attend a Work Capability Assessment (WCA) to assess whether their health condition or disability affects their ability to work. A decision-maker will use the outcome of the WCA to decide whether the claimant is fit for work; has a limited capability for work which means that they will not have to look for work, but will need to take steps to prepare for work; or has limited capability for work and work-related activity—meaning that the claimant will not be asked to look for or prepare for work.

Local Housing Allowance (LHA): LHA is the rate of local rent used to calculate housing benefit for tenants renting from private landlords (see Housing benefit, above).

Lone Parent: Person with dependent children living without a partner. They may have a partner who does not live with them.

Managed Migration: Managed migration is the process in which the Department for Work and Pensions will move claimants from the legacy benefits to Universal Credit. The current date by which all claimants should be moved from the legacy benefit to Universal Credit is September 2024. Managed migration is currently only being tested in Harrogate in a pilot known as ‘Move to Universal Credit’. (Suspended due to COVID-19.) If a legacy benefit claimant has a relevant change of circumstances, they must make a claim for Universal Credit. This is known as ‘natural migration’ on to Universal Credit. This term also covers the way in which some benefits have now been closed to new claims, with anyone wishing to claim benefit for that situation having to claim Universal Credit. People can also choose to move to Universal Credit if they want to.

Monthly Assessment/Payment: Universal Credit is means-tested and calculated separately each month. Known as the ‘assessment period’, the fixed monthly assessment window begins on the first day a sole or joint claimant becomes eligible for Universal Credit and ends a calendar month later. Payment is made seven days later on the same date each month, but the day of the week it is paid varies from one month to the next and from one claimant to the next, depending on the date the claim becomes ‘eligible’.

Minimum Income Floor: When claimants are self-employed and they claim Universal Credit, they are treated as if they are earning a certain amount. This amount is called the ‘minimum income floor’. If the minimum income floor applies and claimants earn below this level in any month, they are treated as earning the minimum income floor. (Suspended due to COVID-19.)
**Online Journal/Online Universal Credit Account:** Universal Credits managed through an online account and journal. The journal is used to keep a record of the actions claimants have taken to prepare for or look for work; for claimants to send messages to their work coach and read messages sent to them; report a change of circumstances; record childcare costs; provide details about a health condition or disability. The account can be used to see how much Universal Credit payments are, to check what has been agreed in the claimant commitment and to report changes of circumstances. Actions claimants need to take whilst on Universal Credit are set out in a ‘to do’ list on their online account.

**Overpayments:** If claimants are overpaid their benefits or tax credits, the repayments can be taken from them through deductions from their current benefit payments; through taking it out of benefits owed to them such as arrears; by taking amounts directly out of wages; and via a court order for debt recovery.

**Personal Independence Payment (PIP):** PIP is a benefit for adults who have a physical or mental disability and need help taking part in everyday life or find it difficult to get around. It replaced disability living allowance for people aged 16 and over. PIP is tax-free and not means-tested or contributions-based. PIP has two parts: a daily living component—for help taking part in everyday life; and a mobility component—for help getting around. Each component is paid at a standard rate or an enhanced rate.

**Real Time Information (RTI) System:** For claimants in employment and on PAYE, Universal Credit payments are adjusted on a monthly basis as wages rise or fall using a new real time information system (RTI) introduced in 2013 through which employers report payroll information to HMRC (although self-employed people still need to report their income manually).

**Rent Arrears:** Owing money to a landlord (social or private) due to missing, or being late with, rent payments in whole or in part.

**Sanction:** A Universal Credit sanction is when claimants have a cut in their benefit after being judged as failing to meet their ‘claimant commitment’ without a good reason.

**Separate payments:** A proposal to pay part of Universal Credit to each partner in a couple either by default or by choice as of right.

**Severe Disability Premium:** A Severe Disability Premium is an extra amount that is included in some means-tested benefits to help with the costs of disability. People who are entitled to a Severe Disability Premium cannot claim Universal Credit and can still make new claims for the benefits being replaced by Universal Credit.

**Single Payment/Single Award:** All the elements of Universal Credit paid together at one time, usually into one bank account for couples.

**Split Payment:** This is when a benefit award is split between the partners to a joint claim. Split payments are one of the Alternative Payment Arrangements (APAs) for claimants on Universal Credit who are deemed to be struggling to manage their single monthly payment, with a risk of financial harm to the claimant and/or their family (see above). They are awarded on an exceptional, discretionary and usually temporary basis.
Standard Allowance: Universal Credit is made up of a standard monthly allowance, with some people being able to claim additional amounts. Standard monthly amounts vary depending on whether you are single or in a couple and on whether you are under or over 25.

Surplus Earnings Rule: If earnings within the assessment period reduce the Universal Credit award to zero, any ‘surplus earnings’ in that month are carried over and counted as earnings in the following month. Claimants are only currently treated as having surplus earnings if earnings are at least £2,500 per month above the income level at which the Universal Credit award would drop to zero.

Taper Rate: The taper rate sets the amount of benefit a claimant loses for each pound they earn. The earnings taper rate for Universal Credits currently 63 per cent. This means that for every pound claimants earn (over their work allowance, if eligible for one) their Universal Credit will be reduced by 63 pence. This taper rate applies to net income (after any income tax and NI contributions). Council tax support/reduction may be reduced with rising earnings in a separate process.

Transitional Protection: Transitional Protection tops up a claimant’s Universal Credit award so that they are not worse off when they move on to Universal Credit through managed migration if they otherwise would be. It is usually eroded over time through inflation.

Two-Child Limit: Claimants cannot claim the child element of Universal Credit in respect of a third or subsequent child born after April 2017, unless they are included in a limited range of exceptions.

Universal Support: Universal Support was delivered by local authorities, funded by grants from the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP). It was a scheme to help people make a Universal Credit claim and manage ongoing payments. It was withdrawn and replaced with Help to Claim in April 2019. When Universal Credit was first proposed there were ideas about an alternative Universal Support system that were not pursued.

Welfare Cap: limits the total amount that Government can spend on certain benefits, including tax credits and housing benefit.

Work Allowance: Working claimants are eligible for a work allowance if they (and/or their partner) either have responsibility for a child or limited capability for work. This is a certain amount that they are permitted to earn per month before their benefits start to be reduced. Rates are different for those with and without housing costs included in their Universal Credit award.

Work Coach: Work coaches are front-line DWP staff based in Jobcentres. Their main role is to support claimants into work by challenging, motivating, providing personalised advice and using knowledge of local labour markets. This involves conducting work focused interviews and agreeing tailored ‘claimant commitments’.

Work Conditionality: Under the claimant commitment, people may be required to fulfil work conditionality requirements. These vary according to circumstances and there is some discretion in how they are applied.

Working Tax Credit (WTC): WTC is being replaced by Universal Credit. WTC is a means-tested tax-free payment administered by HMRC. WTC is for those who are either individuals in low-paid work or in households on low incomes with an earner, whether or not they are responsible for children. Working Tax Credit claimants can choose whether to have the benefit paid weekly or four-weekly.